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he trend of brutal killings in
T
the Kashmir valley has continued as a newly-wedded
bank
employee
from
Hanumangarh district of
Rajasthan was shot dead by a
terrorist inside the bank’s
branch office in south
Kashmir’s Kulgam district on
Thursday. The slain bank officer has been identified as Vijay
Kumar, Branch Manager of
Ellaquai Dehati Bank at Areh
Mohanpora.
A CCTV footage in circulation clearly showed Vijay
Kumar was sitting on his chair
when a terrorist, wearing a face
mask, barged inside the branch
and pumped two bullets from
a pistol. The assailants ran
away from the spot without
being challenged by anyone.
The incident took place at
around 10.51 am.
The young officer got married on February 10, 2022,
and had recently joined his new
posting after cracking the probationary officer examination.
At present, his wife was staying
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with him in the valley and was
also preparing for her examination.
Political leaders belonging
to different political parties
condemned the killing of the
young branch manager.
Woman schoolteacher
Rajni Bala was earlier shot
dead by terrorists outside
Gopalpora High School on
May 31. Since May first week,
eight people have been shot
dead, including three policemen, by terrorists.
These two recent incidents
of targeted killing of a woman
teacher and a bank manager
have further exposed the tall
promises made by the Union
Territory administration about
providing foolproof security
to the Government employees
and others working in the
Kashmir valley. The LG administration had earlier decided to
relocate the Kashmiri migrant
employees and others belonging to the minority community to safer places in the
Kashmir valley by June 6.
Ignoring these diktats on
ground zero a large number of
Kashmiri pandits on Thursday
packed their bags and made an
attempt to shift to Jammu from
their transit camps but they
were prevented by the security forces stationed outside these
camps to move out.
Continued on Page 2
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head of a crucial meeting
A
on Jammu & Kashmir,
National Security Adviser Ajit
Doval on Thursday met Union
Home Minister Amit Shah to
discuss the security situation in
the Union Territory which has
witnessed a spate of targeted
killings since May 12.
Shah will chair the highlevel meeting on Friday to dis-
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a major development, an
IfirstnIndian
delegation for the
time on Thursday met the
senior Taliban leaders in Kabul
since it took control of
Afghanistan in August last
year. The Indian team headed
by a senior diplomat discussed
humanitarian assistance to the
people of the strife-torn nation.
The Indian delegation led
by JP Singh, Joint Secretary,
Ministry of External Affairs,
met senior members of the
Taliban. Singh looks after
Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iran.
The ongoing visit comes
against the backdrop of reports
indicating that India may reopen its Embassy in Kabul, shut
shortly after the Taliban took
over the country on August 15

last year. More than 15 countries have already reopened
their Embassies there.
Ministr y of External
Affairs Spokesperson Arindam
Bagchi said here a multi-member team headed by Joint
Secretary Singh is in Kabul.
They will also meet representatives of international organisations who are involved in the
delivery of humanitarian assistance in Afghanistan. In addition, the team is expected to
visit various places where
Indian programmes and projects are being implemented.
“We are focused on the security of our officials,” he added.
Bagchi said local staff continues to be there for maintenance and upkeep of the Indian
Embassy premises.
“In August 2021, we had
pulled out India-based officials
due to the deteriorating situation,” he said on re-opening of
the Indian Embassy in Kabul.
The Ministry said the
team is on a visit to Kabul to
oversee the delivery operations of our humanitarian assistance to Afghanistan.
Continued on Page 2

cuss the security situation in
Jammu & Kashmir, the second
such exercise in less than a fortnight which comes at a time
when terrorists have been carrying out targeted killings in
the valley. Jammu & Kashmir
Lt Governor Manoj Sinha and
senior officials will also attend
the meeting.
Doval, along with RAW
chief Samant Goel, was closeted with Shah for over an hour
at the Home Minister’s office at
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ongress president Sonia
C
Gandhi on Thursday tested positive for Covid-19 and
has isolated herself. Congress
chief spokesperson Randeep
Surjewala said she had developed a mild fever on
Wednesday evening and was
found Covid positive on testing this morning.
Surjewala, however, asserted that she is determined to
appear before the Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on June 8.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and a host of Congress
leaders have wished Sonia a
speedy recovery.
Continued on Page 2
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antoor maestro and Sufi
SSopori
exponent Pandit Bhajan
passed away at
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elhi Chief Minister Arvind
D
Kejriwal on Thursday
sharpened his attack on the
Central Government and said
he had learnt from reliable
sources that Deputy Chief
Minister Manish Sisodia would
be arrested in the coming days
on the pretext of a “false case”.
Kejriwal appealed to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi to
arrest all Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) Ministers and MLAs
together and investigate them,
expressing confidence that they
would all come out unscathed
at the end of it.
Referring to Sisodia as the
pioneer of India’s education
revolution and perhaps the
best Education Minister of

Independent India, the Chief
Minister said he is a ray of hope
for not just Delhi, but for the
children of the entire country
he is probably the best
Education Minister of
Independent India.
Addressing a Press conference, Kejriwal said, “You will
remember that I had told you
some months ago that the
Central Government will arrest
Satyendar Jain in a false case. I
had learnt this from very reliable sources.”
Continued on Page 2
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Chandigarh: The Punjab &
Haryana High Court was on
Thursday informed that the
security cover of 424 protectees
which was scaled down on a
temporar y basis will be
restored from June 7.
The Punjab Government
last week had pruned the security cover of 424 people, including slain Punabi singer Sidhu
Moosewala, who was shot dead
on Sunday. Punjab’s senior
deputy advocate general
Gaurav Dhuriwala told the
High Court about this after a
petition of former Deputy
Chief Minister OP Soni against
the withdrawal of his security
came up for a hearing.
The Punjab Government
had curtailed the security cover
in the wake of “Ghallughara
week” and the anniversary of
Operation Bluestar, which was
carried out by the Army to
flush out militants from the
Golden Temple complex in
June, 1984.
PTI
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Gurugram’s Fortis Memorial
Research Institute (FMRI) on
Thursday.
“Noted Santoor exponent
Pandit Bhajan Sopori was diagnosed with colon cancer stage
IV. The disease had spread to
the liver and bones. He was
under treatment at the hospital, since February 2022 and
had received chemotherapy,
targeted
therapy
and
immunotherapy over the last
couple of months.
“He was admitted at FMRI
on May 18, 2022, after his condition had deteriorated. Despite
the best efforts of the doctors,
however, he succumbed to
multi-organ failure on June 2,
2022,” the hospital shared in an

official statement.
“His cremation will take
place tomorrow (Friday) afternoon,” a source said.
Born in Srinagar in 1948,
he had a double Masters’ degree
in Indian classical music specialising both in sitar and santoor. The versatile artiste also
had a Master’s degree in
English Literature and studied
Western Classical Music at
Washington University.
Continued on Page 2
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North Block this afternoon,
official sources said. Home
Secretary AK Bhalla also had a
meeting with senior J&K police
officials and heads of CRPF,
CISF and ITBP on Thursday.
The Fridays’ meeting
chaired by the Home Minister
is expected to take stock of the
arrangements for the annual
Amarnath yatra being held
after a two-year hiatus due to
the Covid-19 pandemic.
Continued on Page 2
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o put its flock together
T
ahead of the June 10 Rajya
Sabha polls for 57 seats, the
Congress has shifted its MLAs
from Rajasthan, Chhattisgarh
and Haryana to resorts to prevent “poaching” bids.
Seen as a battle of prestige
between the ruling BJP and the
Opposition Congress for Rajya
Sabha berths across 15 States,
the Congress fears the BJP
might try to lure its MLAs.
The BJP is banking on
independent MLAs for four
additional seats and is seeking
to capitalise on the infighting
within the Congress. The entry
of two independents — media
barons Subhash Chandra in
Rajasthan and Kartikeya
Sharma in Haryana — has
given a headache to the
Congress managers.
Around 40 Rajasthan
Congress MLAs and some
independents have been lodged
in a hotel in Udaipur. Four
Rajya Sabha seats are at stake
in Rajasthan. The Haryana
Congress leadership has flown
its 31 MLAs to the party-ruled
Chhattisgarh to prevent poaching attempts.
However, Congress MLA
from Haryana Kuldeep Bishnoi
did not show up in the national Capital until the departure of
flight to Raipur. With the entry
of a third candidate —
Kartikeya Sharma — as an
Independent, the main

Opposition party in Haryana
does not want to leave anything
to chance in order to secure
one Rajya Sabha seat. Bishnoi
is a close relative of Sharma.
The Rajya Sabha polling is
being linked to the prestige of
former Chief Minister
Bhupinder Singh Hooda as it
will be his first challenge after
the party appointed his loyalist Udai Bhan as the State unit
chief in place of Kumari Selja.
In Karnataka too, the
Congress is mulling the option
of taking its MLAs to a resort.
Rajasthan Chief Minister
Ashok Gehlot claimed that the
Congress will win three out of
four seats. He said the BJP is
“playing tricks of horse-trading” but the party will not be
successful.
The BJP has fielded additional candidates — Dhananjay
Mahadik in Maharashtra and
Lahar Singh in Karnataka —
and is working on discontent
within the Congress.
The battle in Karnataka has
turned interesting as both parties are seeking to corner the
JDS votes for the fourth seat.
The BJP has 119 MLA votes to
ensure the victory of its candidates Nirmala Sitharaman and
actor-turned-politician Jaggesh.
The Congress too has
enough votes to ensure victory of its candidate Jairam
Ramesh. The party has fielded
Mansoor Ali Khan, son of
senior party leader Rahman
Khan, and is wooing the JDS
votes to bag the second seat.
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he Arvind Kejriwal government has prepared a
T
nine-point action plan to prevent incidents of fire at landfill
sites in the national capital,
which includes construction of
peripheral roads for fire tenders
and a ban on entry of ragpickers, Environment Minister
Gopal
Rai
said
on
Thursday.
Rai said officials of the
Delhi Pollution Control
Committee and the Municipal
Corporation of Delhi were
asked to study a system
installed in Mumbai to capture
methane from the rotting waste
and replicate it in the national
capital to prevent fires at landfill sites. The officials had visited the Gorai and Deonar
dumping sites in Mumbai in
May. "A constant discharge of
methane from these landfills,
rising temperatures, and a dry
atmosphere are among the
main reasons behind the fires
at landfill sites," the minister
said. The wet waste dumped in

a landfill produces methane
when it rots. In hot weather
conditions, methane catches
fire spontaneously and the
blaze spreads as it feeds on
combustible material like textiles and plastics. As part of the
action plan, perforated highdensity polyethylene pipes will
be installed at the landfill sites
to prevent the accumulation of
the highly flammable methane
gas.
Vehicles engaged at the
landfill sites will be fitted with
spark arrestors to trap hot
exhaust particles from combustion engines, Rai said.
Besides, ragpickers will be
banned and a four-metre-high
boundary wall will be built to
prevent unauthorised entries
into the landfills, he said. A
team of the Delhi Police, MCD
staff and security guards will be
deputed at the dumpsites to
prevent unauthorised entry of
ragpickers.
Suction-cum-jetting
machines, an underground
reservoir of 50,000-litre capacity and a peripheral road

around landfill sites for fire tenders are also part of the plan.
The Delhi Disaster
Management Authority will
develop a standard operating
procedure to prevent fire incidents, the minister said.
On May 29, Delhi
Lieutenant Governor Vinai
Kumar Saxena had directed
MCD officers to submit an
action plan within three days
for the complete razing of
garbage mountains at
Ghazipur, Bhalswa, and Okhla
landfill sites.
Saxena had visited the
landfill site at Ghazipur and
directed that a dedicated team
of officers be constituted to
draw out an action plan mentioning a fixed date of completion for the complete razing
of the three garbage sites.
The action plan to be submitted by the MCD will be
monitored on a regular basis by
the LG himself and if required,
he would visit
the sites to see actual
progress, an official statement
had said.
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hose unable to get a kidney
from their own relatives
T
can now look towards cadaver
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he
Delhi
Police
Commissioner, Rakesh
T
Asthana on Thursday felicitated Ishita Rathi for successfully achieving eight rank in
UPSC
Civil
Ser vices
Examination-2021 at Police
Headquarters in the national
Capital.
Rathi’s both parents serve
in Delhi Police. Her mother

Assistant Sub Inspector (ASI)
Meenakshi Rathi is posted in
South-East District while father
Head Constable (HC) Iqbal
Rathi is deployed in Traffic
Unit. The family resides in
Village South
Delhi’s
Chhatarpur.
Asthana congratulated
Rathi for securing such a high
rank and bringing laurels to her
family and Delhi Police family as well. He also rewarded the

young achiever and bestowed
her with a memento.
Ishita Rathi did her schooling from DAV Vasant Kunj and
graduated with Eco (Hons.)
from Lady Sriram College,
Delhi university. She did her
post-graduation from prestigious Madras School of
Economics
and
cracked the civil services exam
with
Economics
subject.

donation facilities i.e. from
deceased donors at the
Safdarjung Hospital in Delhi.
After a gap of around five
years, the hospital has resumed
the services of kidney transplantation retrieval from the
brain dead persons.
Two days ago, a 45-yearold woman suffering from kidney ailment became the first
recipient of a kidney retrieved
from a brain dead person. “She
is responding well and recuperating,” said Dr Himanshu
Verma, Professor and Head of
Department of Nephrology at
the Hospital. He explained that
a deceased-donor kidney transplant is when a kidney from
someone who has recently died
is removed with consent of the
family or from a donor card
and placed in a recipient whose
kidneys have failed and no
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longer function properly and is
in need of kidney transplantation.
The
Nephrology
Department has also recently
started using hemodiafiltration (HDF) machines for better purification of kidneys during dialysis. Two HDF
machines have been set up. Till
date, only AIIMS had such
machines among governmentrun facilities. The services cost
around Rs 5,000-6,000 in private hospitals, but patients at
the Government hospitals like
ours can avail of this service for
free, said Dr Verma.
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he Punjab and Haryana
High Court was on
T
Thursday informed that the

visually challenged woman
was allegedly sexually
A
assaulted in southwest Delhi's
Dabri. Police said the incident
took place around two to three
days ago.
According to Shankar
Choudhar y, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), Dwarka district, the
information regarding the incident was received from Deen
Dayal Upadhyay (DDU) hospital following which a police
team was dispatched for the
spot.
“The victim told police
that she was sexually assaulted
by an unidentified man. A
case was registered under section 376 (punishment for rape)
of the Indian Penal Code at

Dabri police station,” said the
DCP.
During investigation, on
technical evidence, the accused
was nabbed and sent to judicial
custody, the DCP said.
The police refused to
divulge further details.
The incident came to light
when Delhi Commission for
Women chairperson Swati
Maliwal tweeted about the
same.
"On May 25, a blind girl
mistakenly got down at another bus stop. A man took her to
the street on the pretext of helping her cross the road, but
raped her. Police have arrested
the man. I met the girl and we
are completely helping her. But
really — is there no limit to the
animalistic mentality!" she said
on Twitter in Hindi.
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he Gautam Buddh Nagar
police in the ‘month of
T
May’ have received over 18,000
calls on its emergency number
112. Police said that they had
received around 24 calls per
hour from distressed callers
across Noida and Greater
Noida .
“A total of 18,393 emergency calls were received by the
police in Gautam Buddh Nagar
in the month of May, on which
the PRV (police response vehicles) immediately reached the
spot and assisted the distressed
callers by taking prompt
action,” a police spokesperson
said.
The Gautam Buddh Nagar
police secured the first position
among the 75 districts of Uttar

Pradesh in terms of response
time to an emergency call on
112 for the month of May
11th time in a row. Its average
response time stood at less than
six minutes, police said.
“In view of the safety of
women, six all-women PRVs
are run in Gautam Buddh
Nagar and for safety and quick
response on the highway, four
PRVs are operated on the
Eastern-Peripheral Expressway
while two PRVs on the Yamuna
Expressway,” the spokesperson said.
Over the last few months,
the police have been getting an
average 400 to 500 calls on the
112 helpline from across the
district. There are 65 fourwheeler PRVs and 48 twowheeler PRVs in the district,
according to officials.
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fter attending the screening
of the much-awaited
Bollywood biopic 'Samrat
Prithviraj', Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath announced tax
relaxation on its screening so
that more people could watch
the film and learn about Indian
history. "This film is an inspiration to learn from the mistakes of the past. The Amrit
Mahotsav year of independence is a period of self-reflection," Yogi Adityanath said
after watching the film in the
presence of film's director Dr
Chandraprakash Dwivedi,
actors Akshay Kumar and

A

Manushi Chhillar, and his cabinet colleagues.
"This effort to connect the
present with the past is commendable. Akshay Kumar and
Manushi Chhillar have done a
great job in lead roles, while
other actors have also contributed to making the film better with their performances.
The entire team of the film
deserves kudos for this," he said
and recalled the TV serial
'Chanakya' by film's director
Chandraprakash Dwivedi.
After the special screening,
facilitated by the UFO Moviez
India Ltd., at Lok Bhawan in
Lucknow, the chief minister
felicitated the artistes and said,

"Today, I got the opportunity to
watch a film after a gap of many
years."
Due to his engagement in
the preparations for the
upcoming programmes of
President Ram Nath Kovind
and Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, Yogi reached the show a
little late.
This film is based on the
heroic saga of the last Hindu
Emperor Prithviraj Chauhan,
the immortal hero of Indian
history. The movie is slated to
hit the theatres on June 3.
'Samrat Prithviraj' stars
Akshay Kumar, Manushi
Chhillar, Sanjay Dutt and Sonu
Sood in the lead roles.
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The meeting will be held
amid protests by Kashmiri
Pandit community seeking
protection and some of them
leaving the valley following
the targeted killings. In the last
meeting on June 17, the Home
Minister had advocated proactive and coordinated
counter-terror operations and
had asked security forces to
ensure zero cross-border infiltration and wipe out terrorism
from the union territory.

For the month of May, the
district police's swiftest
response time to an emergency call in urban has been 4
minutes and 39 seconds while
in rural area it was 6 minutes
and 20 seconds, the officials
said.
The average response time
for the police to respond to
emergencies during May was
recorded at 5 minutes and 42
seconds, they added.
According to officials, an
18 days' fresher course is held
from time to time for PRV personnel and a nine days' refresher course to all PRV personnel
at the interval of every six
months in order to train them
on providing support to distressed callers and adopt best
working style along with technical assistance.

With India playing a major
role in providing aid, the
Ministry said the team will
meet the senior members of the
Taliban, and hold discussions
on India’s humanitarian assistance to the people of
Afghanistan.
“It may be recalled that in
response to the humanitarian
needs of the Afghan people,
India decided to extend
humanitarian assistance to the
Afghan people. In this endeavor, we have already dispatched
several shipments of humanitarian assistance consisting of
20,000 MTs of wheat, 13 tonnes
of medicines, 500,000 doses of
Covid vaccine and winter
clothing,” it said.
These consignments were
handed over to the India
Gandhi Children Hospital,
Kabul and UN specialised
agencies including WHO and
WFP. Furthermore, India is in
the process of shipping more
medical assistance and foodgrains to Afghanistan.
“In continuation with our
developmental partnership with

Afghan brethren, we have gifted one million doses of Indiamade Covaxin to Iran to administer to Afghan refugees in Iran.
We have also assisted UNICEF
by supplying almost 60 million
doses of polio vaccine and two
tons of essential medicines. India
has historical and civilisational
ties with the Afghan people and
these longstanding linkages will
continue to guide our approach,”
the Ministry said.
Indian ambassador to
Doha, Qatar, Deepak Mittal had
met top Taliban negotiator
Sher Mohammad Abbas
Stanekzai at the Indian Embassy
in Doha in September 2021 the first officially acknowledged meeting between the
two sides in recent years.
As a prominent stakeholder in Afghanistan, India is
concerned over the developments there since the Taliban
took control. New Delhi hosted a regional dialogue on
Afghanistan in November that
was attended by the National
Security Advisers (NSA) of
Russia, Iran, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.

security cover of 424 protectees
which was scaled down on a
temporar y basis will be
restored from June 7.
The Punjab government
last week had pruned the security cover of 424 people, including Punabi singer Sidhu
Moosewala, who was shot dead
on Sunday.
Punjab's senior deputy
advocate general Gaurav
Dhuriwala told the High Court
about this after a petition of former deputy chief minister O P
Soni against the withdrawal of
his security came up for a
hearing in the court of Justice
Raj Mohan Singh.
Former minister O P Soni
in his petition had sought
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“Wishing
Congress
President Smt. Sonia Gandhi Ji
a speedy recovery from Covid19,” Modi tweeted. Tamil Nadu
Chief Minister M K Stalin also
wished Sonia a speedy recovery. Telangana Congress has
decided to hold prayers in
temples, churches, mosques
and Gurdwaras in Telangana,
which was decided at the meeting of District Congress chiefs.
Surjewala said as per medical advice, the Congress president has isolated herself. He
said the Congress president has
been meeting leaders and
activists over the last week,
some of whom have been
found Covid positive.
“Congress president will appear
before ED on June 8, as
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The participating countries vowed to work towards
ensuring that Afghanistan does
not become a safe haven for
global terrorism and called for
the formation of an “open and
truly inclusive” government in
Kabul with representation from
all sections of Afghan society.
A declaration released at
the end of the Delhi Regional
Security Dialogue on
Afghanistan said Afghan territory should not be used for
sheltering, training, planning or
financing any terrorist acts.
India has all along called
for providing unimpeded
humanitarian
aid
to
Afghanistan to address the
unfolding humanitarian crisis
in the country. It has not yet
recognised the Taliban regime
in Afghanistan. On re-opening
the Embassy in Kabul, various
Indian agencies are reviewing
the situation in Afghanistan to
come to a final decision in this
regard. With security of the
staff of paramount concern,
some security teams of India
recently visited Kabul to take
stock of the ground
realities.

informed by us earlier. We, at
Indian National Congress, shall
keep you posted about any
future
developments,”
Suetweeted.
“As a large number of
Congressmen and women and
well-wishers have expressed
concern, we want to say that
she is fine and recovering. We
thank everyone for their good
wishes,” he said at the AICC
Press briefing. The ED has
summoned Sonia and her son
Lok Sabha MP Rahul Gandhi
to appear before it on June 8 in
connection with a money laundering case linked to the
National Herald newspaperAJL issue. According to the
Congress sources, the ED summons to Sonia had come on
May 24, asking her to appear
before the ED on June 8.

quashing of the order, in which
his security was decategorised
from the 'Z' category.
Soni's counsel Madhu
Dayal said the state government
withdrew the security on the
"pick and choose" basis rather
than assessing threat perception. On the submission of the
state's counsel that 18 security
men had been given to the former deputy chief minister,
Dayal argued that these security
men work in three shifts, therefore, only six security men
guard Soni at one point of
time. She also submitted that
Soni is the resident of Amritsar
where the maximum security
men have been deployed in the
wake of the anniversary of
Operation Bluestar.
Soni's counsel also questioned the deployment of
Punjab Police personnel with
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind

Kejriwal, who is already protected by the Delhi police.
The next date of hearing is
July 22, said Dayal.
The Punjab government
had curtailed the security cover
in the wake of "Ghallughara
week" and the anniversary of
Operation Bluestar, which was
carried out by the Army to
flush out militants from the
Golden Temple complex in
June 1984.
At that time, the Punjab
Police had said that the security personnel were "being
withdrawn on a purely temporary basis in connection with
an emergent law and order
duty".
A day after the state government's decision, Punjabi
singer Sidhu Moosewala was
shot dead by unidentified
assailants in the state's Mansa
district.
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The same sources told me
yesterday (Tuesday) that the
Central Government will arrest
Sisodia too in the next few
days. The Central Government
has told all agencies to fabricate
cases against Sisodia,” Kejriwal
said.
“My appeal to the PM with
folded hands is that instead of
picking us up one by one,
please put all ministers and
MLAs of the Aam Aadmi Party
in jail together. Tell all your
agencies to do their investigation in one go. You arrest ministers one by one, this inconveniences the work being done
for the public,” said Kejriwal.

From Page 1
This led to a confrontation
as the Kashmiri pandits shouted at the security forces that
they cannot be kept like
hostages. “You are not even
allowing pregnant ladies to
visit the hospital for a check-up,
we will not tolerate this”, one of
them
was
heard
saying.
In Jammu, several employees under the banner of All
Jammu reserved categories
Employees Association,
Kashmir staged a protest seeking transfer to their home districts. The employees claimed
after the killing of Rajni Bala
outside her school fear psychosis had gripped their minds
and they were not ready to
return
to
Kashmir
valley.
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Sopori received multiple
awards through his career,
including the Padma Shri in
2004, the Sangeet Natak
Akademi Award in 1992 and
the Jammu and Kashmir State
Lifetime Achievement Award.
The musician-composer
belonged to north Kashmir’s
Sopore district and came from
the “Sufiana Gharana”.
Sopori, who gave his first
public performance at the age
of 10, was initiated into the
intricacies of santoor playing by
his grandfather Pandit Samsar
Chand Sopori and later by his
father Pandit Shamboo Nath
Sopori.
The musician is considered
a pioneer in establishing the
santoor on national and international platforms as a complete solo instrument.
He is also credited with
innovating the instrument to
improve its tonal quality and
range.
Sopori composed music
for over 6,000 songs in almost
all Indian languages, including
Hindi, Kashmiri, Dogri, Sindhi,
Urdu and Bhojpuri, as well as

Persian and Arabic.
During his career, he composed music for ghazals written by greats such as Ghalib,
Daag, Momin, Bahadur Shah
Zafar, Iqbal, Faiz Ahmed Faiz
and Firakh Gaurakhpuri. He
also set to tune the works of
Kabir and Meera Bai.
National Conference leader
Omar Abdullah described him
as a “colossus in the world of
classical Indian music who
made the santoor his
own”.
Condoling the musician’s
death on Twitter, the former
Chief Minister of the erstwhile
State of Jammu and Kashmir
said he was “very sorry to
hear about the tragic demise of
Padma Shri Pandit Bhajan
Sopori sahib. A great son of the
soil...”
The Jammu & Kashmir
National Conference also
mourned Sopori’s death in a
tweet.
“Dr
Farooq,
@OmarAbdullah condole
demise of Santoor Maestro
Bajan Sopori. They said ‘he was
a great human being, a very talented musician. His contribution to music will be remem-

bered by generations to come.
They prayed for peace to the
deceased & strength to the
bereaved family’.”
BJP leader Devender Singh
Rana remembered Sopori as a
humble person. “Sad to hear
about the demise of Santoor
Maestro Pt Bhajan Sopori.
Panditji was a very humble person. The music world will miss
him. My Heartfelt condolences
to Mrs Sopori and @abhaysopori. May the departed soul rest
in peace in heaven.”
In its tribute to the santoor
maestro, the Society for the
Promotion of Indian Classical
Music And Culture Amongst
Youth (SPIC MACAY remembered the musician as the cultural bridge of Jammu and
Kashmir with the rest of the
country.
“The #SaintofSantoor Pt.
#BhajanSopori is no more. He
breathed his last today. A cultural bridge of J&K with the
rest of the country, he belonged
to the fabled Sopori
SufianaGharana, the traditional
#Santoor family and was a
huge supporter of SPIC
MACAY. May God bless his
soul.”
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he redevelopment project
of the Central Vista
T
Avenue, stretching from Vijay
Chowk to India Gate, will be
completed in the next 10-15
days. The avenue involves a
complete overhaul of the 86acre site in Delhi, in a three km
area, stretching across the
Rajpath from Rashtrapati
Bhavan to India Gate.
It also includes the establishment of a triangular
Parliament building along with
other important Government
establishments. The project is
aimed to be completed by
August 2022 when India celebrates its 75th Independence
Day.
At a Press briefing earlier
in the day, Union Housing
and Urban Affairs Minister

Hardeep Singh Puri said the
Centre has achieved the target
of holding the Republic Day
parade on a revamped Rajpath
under the Central Vista Avenue
redevelopment project. Puri
also maintained that the Winter
Session of Parliament will take
place in the new building being
built by Tata Projects Limited.
According to officials in
the Union Housing and Urban
Affairs Ministry, under the
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first-year undergraduate
(UG) student accused two
A
seniors of harassment and
inflicting exceptional psychological duress in the Jawaharlal
Nehru University (JNU).
The varsity administration
on Thursday confirmed that it
has received a complaint of
alleged ragging and said an
investigation has been initiated.
In a letter to JNU's Chief
Proctor Rajnish Kumar Mishra
on May 27, the student urged
authorities to take necessary
action against the students.
The student alleged that
one of the senior students is her
former roommate who used to
force her to do "chores like
washing her clothes, utensils,
etc." "This is to bring to your
notice that two senior students have been harassing me
since I came to the campus in
February.
For the last three months I
have been under exceptional
psychological duress. Because
of this, I have been depressed
for the last three months and
my life on campus has become
increasingly intolerable due to

the acts of these people,” she
wrote in the letter.
The girl, who is a Christian,
also accused the duo of using
derogatory words and defaming her. She demanded justice
and said she is willing to follow
this case till the end.
"I hope you understand the
severity of the situation and
what kind of problems I am
facing. I urgently request you
take necessary action against
the student for her harmful
behaviour. I will be highly
obliged for your cooperation,"
she said.
The anti-ragging cell of
JNU had also issued a statement on Wednesday, saying the
matter is under investigation
and stringent action will be
taken against those found
guilty.
"A complaint of alleged
ragging by one of the students
has been received at the Chief
Proctor office on 30th May
2022 and the same has been
communicated to this office on
31st May 2022.
The matter is under investigation and stringent action
will be taken against those
found guilty," the notification
read.

Central Vista redevelopment
project, the Centre will soon
issue a tender to construct the
chambers of the MPs that will
come up in place of the
Transport Bhavan and the
Shram Shakti Bhavan.
"The offices operating from
these two buildings will start
shifting in the coming days. A
tender will soon be floated to
construct the chambers of the
Members of Parliament," offi-

cials said. The redevelopment
project of the nation's power
corridor envisages a new triangular Parliament building, a
common central secretariat, a
new Prime Minister's residence
and office, and a new VicePresident enclave.
Official sources had indicated on Wednesday that some
portions of the new Parliament
building may be functional by
November 26 — Constitution
Day — but added that nothing
was finalised yet. In December
2020, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi laid the foundation stone
of the new Parliament building
with modern facilities.
The new building will have
a grand Constitution Hall to
showcase the country's democratic heritage, a lounge for the
Members of Parliament, a
library, multiple committee
rooms, dining areas and ample
parking space.
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elhi residents will continue to get uninterrupted
D
power throughout the summer
months as the Delhi High
Court has extended the interim stay on the reallocation of
power from the Dadri-II plant.
The next date of hearing is on
October 10.
The Delhi High Court on
Wednesday asked the Centre to
examine and take a decision on
the rival claims of Delhi and
Haryana concerning the allocation of power generated by
the Dadri-II thermal plant and
also explore avenues to safeguard the interests and projected needs of the national
Capital as well as its neighbouring State.
Justice Yashwant Varma
urged the MoP to hear all the
parties concerned and proceed with due expedition bearing in mind the fact that the
allocation in favour of Haryana
is restricted to October and it
is stated to be facing severe
power outages.
The order was passed by
the court while dealing with the
aspect of the vacation of the
interim order passed on the
petition by BSES Rajdhani
Power Limited on March 30. A
writ petition challenging the
transfer of allocation was also
filed by Tata Power Delhi

Distribution Limited.
“Upon an overall consideration of all of the above, it
would appear to be expedient
to require the MoP to examine
the rival claims, consider the
validity of the asserted right of
the petitioners and GNCTD for
continued allocation of DadriII power, and explore avenues
which may safeguard the interests and projected needs of the
two States and take an appropriate decision based on a
holistic examination of all the
facts that may be placed before
it,” the court said.
In its 53-page order, the
court asserted that there was an
“emergent need” to examine
and balance the interests and
requirements of two competing
entities i.e. Delhi and the State
of Haryana, and the MoP was
the competent authority to
examine and consider their
respective case for allocation of
power generated by Dadri II
and pass an appropriate order.
The court observed that
the exercise of balancing would
entail evaluation and examination of various factual
aspects including the data concerning the demand of respective States, the availability of
alternate sources to meet exigencies, and the likely cost
burden to be borne by the
respective States and other
germane considerations.
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he Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) Legislator from
T
Kalkaji on Thursday claimed
that the Centre plans to rake
up a three-year-old case to
implicate Delhi's Deputy Chief
Minister Manish Sisodia.
During a media briefing,
Atishi said that the Centre
had given a mandate to all its
investigative agencies —
Income Tax, Enforcement
Directorate, Delhi Police and
CBI — to start preparing
"fake" cases to get Sisodia
arrested.
She claimed that Satyendar
Jain, who had various portfolios, including health and
power, was arrested in a case by
the Enforcement Directorate
"without any new proof ".
Atishi showed a purported document in which the
Anti-Corruption Branch
(ACB) had sought additional
details and documents from
Delhi BJP leaders Harish
Khurana and Neelkant Bakshi
regarding a complaint filed by
them.
In their complaint, the
duo had alleged that Sisodia
and Jain were involved in a
scam of Rs 2000 crore in con-

struction of classrooms and
buildings. It was filed on July
2, 2019 with the DCP, New
Delhi, who had forwarded it to
the ACB. “Where was this
case for the last three years?
Nothing happened in this case
since all the agencies know that
there is no corruption. Why is
the Centre after AAP MLAs?"
she asked.
She said in January, we had
said Jain is going to be arrested. “CM Kejriwal had predicted his arrest a few months back
and that is what happened.
Now we have learnt Sisodia is
going to be arrested," she said.
“The BJP doesn’t want the
underprivileged to receive
good education and healthcare
which is why it has started a
witch hunt to arrest Deputy
CM Manish Sisodia after
Health Minister Satyendar
Jain,” said Atishi.
“It is AAP’s open challenge
to the BJP — every time they
register a fake case against an
AAP Leader, we will make sure
we defeat them in an election,”
said Atishi.
“It is not the first time that
the BJP has tried to do this.
Between 2012 and 2020, more
than 140 cases have been filed
by the Central Government on
Legislators from the AAP.
Cases have also been filed
against 52 MLAs of our party,”
alleged Atishi.
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he Delhi Government's
T
Anti Corruption Branch
(ACB) has sought additional
details from Delhi Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) leaders about
the complaint filed by them
against Deputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia and former
PWD Minister Satyendar Jain.
The Delhi BJP in its complaint had accused Sisodia and
Jain of being involved in a Rs
2,000 crore scam in the construction of classrooms and
school buildings.
The complaint was apparently filed by the Delhi BJP’s
media relations head Harish
Khurana and a leader of the
saffron party's Delhi unit,
Neelkant Bakshi, on July 2,
2019 with the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), New Delhi district,
who subsequently forwarded it
to the ACB for further investigation. The ACB has also

sought certain details from
former Karawal Nagar MLA
Kapil Mishra, who is also a
Delhi BJP leader.
“We have not initiated a
probe in the matter. It is a long
due process and we have
sought a clarification from the
complainant about the accusations levelled against the other
party," a senior official said.
The ACB has asked the
complainant to furnish the
details and documents pertaining to the matter.
“Furnish the details and
documents, which prima facie
reveal that Manish Sisodia,
Minister of Education,
Satyendar Jain, Minister of
PWD, and others derived
undue advantage for self or
other person. Furnish the specific details or documents of
the recommendation made or
decision taken by the Ministers
and public, which relate to the
purported offence," stated the
letter dated May 23.
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New Delhi: Delhi Deputy Chief
Minister Manish Sisodia has
been allocated additional
charge of portfolios of Health,
Home, Power, Water and
Industries, which were held by
Satyendar Jain. Jain continues
to be a Minister in the Kejriwal
Cabinet without any portfolio.
Sisodia is now in-charge of
a total of 18 departments
including Education, Public
Works Department, Finance,
Health, Industries, Power,
Home, Urban Development,
Water, Planning, Tourism, Art
and Culture among others.
A notification issued on
Wednesday by General
Administration Department of
the Delhi Government said, "In

exercise of powers conferred
under Rule 3 of GNCTD
(Allocation of Business) Rules
193, Lieutenant-Governor in
consultation with Chief
Minister is pleased to allocate
portfolios of Health, Industries,
Power,
Home,
Urban
Development, Irrigation and
Flood Control and Water to
Manish Sisodia, Deputy Chief
Minister, in addition to portfolios he is presently holding."
Referring to Sisodia as pioneer of India's education revolution and perhaps best
Education Minister of
Independent India, the Chief
Minister said he is a ray of hope
for not just Delhi, but for children of entire country.
SR
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he
Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on
T
Thursday knocked on the door
of the Delhi High Court challenging the trial court's order,
allowing the presence of a
lawyer during the interrogation of Delhi Minister
Satyendar Jain, who was
arrested in a money laundering case.
A Bench of Acting Chief
Justice Vipin Sanghi and
Justice Sachin Datta allowed

the request of the ED's counsel for an urgent listing of its
plea and fixed the matter for
hearing on Friday.
The Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) leader was arrested on
May 30 under the provisions
of the Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA) and
the trial court on May 31,
remanded him to ED's custody
till June 9.
While remanding Jain to
ED's custody, the trial court
had allowed his plea that during the time of enquiry/investigation of the accused, one

advocate of the accused shall
be allowed to remain present
at a safe distance where he can
see the accused but not hear
him. Solicitor-General Tushar
Mehta, representing the ED,
had vehemently opposed this
in the trial court.
The ED has challenged the
condition before the High
Court and submitted that the
agency had filed a petition in
this regard and urgent listing
be allowed. It said that a threejudge Bench of the Supreme
Court in another case was
pleased to reject an identical

contention of allowing assistance of a counsel during
interrogation.
“Aggrieved by the
impugned direction in the
order dated May 31, 2022, to
the extent that the special
court has directed that the
advocate of the respondent be
present
during
the
enquiry/interrogation, the
petitioner is approaching this
court by way of the present
petition…,” the plea said,
adding that the trial court has
erred in passing such a direction.
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he Delhi Government will
soon issue a notification to
replace the word 'Harijan' with
'Dr Ambedkar' in the names of
streets and colonies in the
national capital.
This development has
come after the Central
Government's guideline advising against the usage of the
word 'Harijan.' Delhi Social
Welfare Minister Rajendra Pal
Gautam announced this on
Thursday. The total number of
so-called Harijan Bastis in the
city, they roughly estimate it to
be anything between 400 and
500..“The Delhi Government

T

has taken up this issue on a
priority basis and thus Social
Welfare Minister Rajendra Pal
Gautam also chaired a meeting with high-ranking officials
from the concerned departments to act on the matter and
issue a notification on the
same,” said an official.
Gautam said that the city
Government under the leadership of Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal strives to
uplift the SC, ST, OBC communities living in the national capital.
“We have taken immediate
cognisance of the need for
renaming of all 'Harijan'
colonies, bastis, mohallas and
streets. We have proposed that

all these colonies, bastis,
mohallas and streets be named
after Babasaheb Ambedkar
instead,” said Gautam.
The Seemapuri MLA
Gautam on Thursday chaired
multiple meetings to resolve
issues being faced in the constituency.
He also met DUSIB officials for development of vacant
DUSIB land in Seemapuri,
MCD and PWD officials to
discuss removal of encroachment from Seemapuri and
Delhi Jal Board Officials to
take up the issue of UGR
maintenance and short supply
in Seemapuri. Over the years,
some of the Harijan Bastis
have seen migration from
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he Election Commission of
T
India (ECI) on Thursday
appoints cricketer Yash Dhull
as the state icon for the national Capital, to promote the voter
awareness among the youth of
Delhi. The Chief Election

Officer Dr. Ranbir Singh congratulated Dhull for his outstanding performance in cricket at such a young age. He made
his first class cricket debut for
the Delhi Cricket Team in the
2021-22 Ranji Trophy. He was
also the captain for India for
the 2022 International Cricket

Council (ICC) Under-19
Cricket World Cup in the West
Indies. India has won the prestigious World Cup 2022 tournament. During the meeting
various issues related were discussed including electoral registration, especially for young
voters.
The role of the newly
appointed state icon Yash Dhull
was also briefed. He will motivate the youngsters to enroll
them in electoral roll. Dhull
also assured Singh to provide
all possible support to increase
young electors registration and
enhance electoral participative
especially amongst college students. Cricketer agreed to participate in college level voter
awareness events as well. He
also thanked Delhi CEO for
choosing him as state icon of
the capital city and for making
a stronger and inclusive
democracy in the country.

other castes in the National
Capital. Harijan Bastis in
Deoli, Lodhi Road and
Vikaspuri have people living
from all backgrounds and
castes.“Renaming Harijan
Bastis hardly change the lives
of the residents,” said Umesh
Kumar, 64, a resident of South
Delhi’s Ambedkar Nagar area
that has several Dalit- dominated clusters.
Harijan Basti is a generic
term that thousands of Dalitdominated localities across
India still use though many
Dalits now condemn the word,
made popular by Mahatma
Gandhi, that was termed “abusive” by the Supreme Court in
2017.
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elhi Police has arrested a
32 year-old sharpshooter
D
of Neeraj Bawana gang in
South East Delhi area. Police
said that they have also recovered one automatic pistol along
with four cartridges from the
possession of the accused.
The sharp shooter has been
identified as Neeraj, a resident
of Pul Prahladpur in the city.
Police said that he is previously found involved in two cases
of murder and attempt to murder.
According to Esha Pandey,
the Deputy Commissioner of
Police (DCP), southeast district, On May 29, specific

inputs were received specific
inputs that one sharp shooter

of Neeraj Bawania and Naveen
Bali Gang who is carrying a pis-

tol would come on a stolen bike
from Badarpur side towards
Madangir.
“Acting on the specific
inputs a trap was laid and
Neeraj was nabbed. The bike he
was riding was found to be
stolen from Jyoti Nagar police
station,” said the DCP.
“During interrogation,
Neeraj disclosed that he had
been indulging in nefarious
activities since his adolescence.
He started consuming alcohol
and joined the Monty gang.
He committed many
heinous crimes under his
patronage. After Monty’s murder, he joined Neeraj Bawania
and Naveen Bali gang as a
sharp shooter,” said the DCP.
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NEW DELHI: Union Housing
and Urban Affairs Minister
Hardeep Singh Puri on
Thursday said that government
bungalows are allowed to be
retained by those who get
"another job". While addressing
the press conference, Puri said
that Congress leader Ghulam
Nabi Azad is still staying in a
government bungalow, despite
retiring as a Rajya Sabha member in February last year.
"There are some others
also.... If someone gets another job, we regularise it. We have
some cases," the Puri said.
Recently, the Centre launched
action against the former MPs
and Union ministers who were
overstaying in their official
bungalows.
In March, Lok Sabha MP
Chirag Paswan was evicted
from bungalow allotted to his
late father Ram Vilas Paswan.
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nfluential Patidar leader
Ijoined
Hardik Patel on Thursday
the BJP in Gujarat two
weeks after quitting the
Congress, giving a boost to
the party Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's home state
which would go to polls by the
year-end.
Patel, who led a violent
agitation in 2015 in the state
demanding OBC job quota
for the Patels and was a trenchant critic of Modi, said in
a tweet before joining the saffron party "Today, I am going
to start a new chapter keeping
in mind the interest of the

nation, region, society and
community. I will work as a
small soldier in the development work of the nation being
carried out under the leadership of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi."
Speaking to newspersons
after joining the BJP in
Gujarat, Patel, 29, said he
joined the BJP without any
expectation of getting a poll
ticket and that he would serve
as a "common worker" and
"soldier" of the party. He also
claimed that he left the
Congress as it "does not
respect people's sentiments
and distances itself from religious issues concerning crores

of Hindus".
Patel was welcomed into
the party fold by BJP's Gujarat
unit president C R Patil and
former deputy chief minister
Nitin Patel.
Around two dozen cases,
including that of sedition ,
rioting and arson, were lodged
against him by the Gujarat
government during the
Patidar agitation for reservation quota. The Supreme
Court recently stayed his conviction in one of the cases.
Some of the cases have now
been withdrawn by the government.
He had joined the
Congress in 2019 and was

made the working president of
its state unit in July 2020.
However, he resigned from the
party on May 18.

Congress has charged
Patel with crossing over to the
BJP under pressure from the
saffron party.

Speaking at a press conference Patel said, "Congress
used to distance itself from
religious issues concerning
crores of Hindus. That is the
reason why I left Congress. I
urge leaders of other parties to
join BJP and contribute
towards nation building."
The young leader claimed
it was a "home coming" for
him as his late father
Bharatbhai Patel used to work
for former Gujarat chief minister Anandiben Patel when
she contested the Assembly
poll from Mandal seat in
1990s.
Responding to a question
whether he joined the BJP to

save himself from two sedition
cases against him and prove
himself to be a "deshbhakt"
instead of a "deshdrohi", Patel
said he was always a patriot
and would accept the court
orders.
"Even when I was in
Congress, I had praised PM
Modi and Home Minister
Amit Shah for scrapping
Article 370 and over the issue
of Ram mandir," he added.
When asked if he would
apologise for the violence and
damage to public property
during the Patidar quota agitation, Patel said there was no
question of apologising as the
agitation was initiated for the

benefit of the people.
The joining of Patel will
strengthen BJP’s poll
prospects in Gujarat which it
has been ruling for last 27
years.
Besides, the Congress
which is the main rival of the
BJP, the Arvind Kejriwal –led
AAP too will be contesting the
Gujarat assembly polls and
may dent the Congress votes,
giving advantage to the BJP.
BJP replaced Chief
Minister Vijay Rupani on
September 11, 2021 with new
incumbent Bhupendra Patel,
seeking to mitigate around
three decades of anti-incumbency.
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ndia and Israel on Thursday
resolved to fur ther
Istrengthen
their defence and
strategic ties during the talks
between Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh and his counterpart Benjamin Gantz here.
The two sides also adopted a
‘vision statement’ to expand
their defence and military
co-operation.
Besides reviewing regional security scenario and the
situation in Ukraine and the
Gulf region, the two ministers
also deliberated on the codevelopment and co-production of military equipment in
sync with growing IndiaIsrael strategic ties.
Israel has emerged as one
of the major defence equipment exporters to India since
diplomatic ties were estab-

lished b etween the two
nations 30 years ago.
Rajnath described the
meeting with Gantz as "warm
and productive." He said in a
tweet "Discussed key issues
pertaining to defence cooperation and global and regional scenarios during the bilateral meeting. We place great
value on our Strategic
Partnership with Israel,"
"Glad that both the countries adopted a 'Vison
Statement' which will pave the
way for defence cooperation
in future. There is a broad
consensus between both the
countries on further strengthening the bilateral strategic
and defence cooperation," he
added.
Before the talks, Gantz
paid tributes to India's fallen
soldiers at the National War
Memorial.
A statement by the

defence ministry after the
talks said a wide range of
issues concerning bilateral,
regional and defence industrial cooperation were discussed during the meeting.
The two Ministers
reviewed the existing military-to-military activities
which have increased despite
the challenges due to COVID19 pandemic. They discussed

ways to increase cooperation
in all domains with a focus on
research and development in
future technologies and
defence co-production.
B oth the Ministers
acknowledged mutual security challenges and their convergences on a number of
strategic and defence issues.
They expressed commitment
to work together to enhance

cooperation in all forums.
With the intention to further strengthen the existing
framework of the Indo-Israeli
defence cooperation architecture, both sides adopted
the India-Israel Vision on
Defence Cooperation. A
Letter of Intent on enhancing
cooperation in the field of
Futuristic
Defence
Technologies was also
exchanged between the two
Ministers.
The visiting minister
reached New Delhi on
Thursday morning. It was his
first visit to India with an aim
to strengthen the defence ties
between the two countries.
Defence cooperation has been
one of the significant pillars
of bilateral cooperation. This
year marks the 30th anniversary of the formation of the
of f icial diplomatic ties
between India and Israel.
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he Directorate General of
Civil Aviation (DGCA) on
T
Thursday imposed a fine of Rs
10 lakh on Vistara for violating
takeoff and landing clearance
as it was given to first officers
without conducting any training.
This incident occurred at
Indore. The flight had passengers on board. This comes after
DGCA recently imposed a Rs
5 lakh fine on IndiGo airline for
denying boarding to a specially-abled child at Ranchi airport
on May 7.
“Vistara has been fined for
violation of takeoff and landing
clearance given to first officers
without conducting any training. A penalty of Rs 10 lakh has

been levied on the airline for
the said lapse. It was detected
during a landing in Indore.
This is a serious violation
endangering lives of the passengers onboard,” the DGCA
said.

According to DGCA, a
first officer has to be first
trained to land an aircraft in a
simulator before he or she can
land a plane with passengers on
board. A captain is also trained
at a simulator before he or she
can allow the first officer to
land the aircraft.
The captain as well as the
first officer of the Indore flight
did not train in a simulator but
the first officer was still allowed
to conduct the landing at the
airport, officials said.
A fine of Rs 10 lakh has
therefore been levied on Vistara
for granting landing clearance
to the first officer without conducting requisite training, they
added. It is not immediately
clear where the aircraft took off
from and when exactly this
happened.
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he CBI on Thursday filed
a chargesheet against forT
mer Maharashtra Home

rashing the vendetta charges from the
Congress, the BJP on Thursday said
T
it was not the birthright of the Gandhi

Minister Anil Deshmukh and
others in connection with the
Rs 100 crore bribery allegations
levelled by former Mumbai
Police Commissioner Param
Bir Singh against him.
The CBI move comes a day
after a designated Mumbai
court allowed a plea of dismissed police officer Sachin
Waze to turn approver and
seek pardon in the case.
In his application filed
before the special CBI court,
Waze claimed he had cooperated with the CBI before and
after his arrest, following which
his confessional statement was
recorded before a magistrate
under provisions of the
Criminal Procedure Code
(CrPC).
The CBI has filed its
charge sheet before a Special
Court in Mumbai against
Deshmukh and his personal
staff members Sanjeev Palande

family that probe agencies cannot summon them in accordance with law in a
case of corruption.
In the backdrop of Enforcement
Directorate’s (ED) summons to Congress
President Sonia Gandhi and her son
Rahul on June 8, BJP’s national
spokesperson Gaurav Bhatia alleged that
the Gandhi family was the "most corrupt" family in the world.
He said "corrupt" people will have to be
scared and bow before the law and rejected the
charge of political vendetta noting that neither
any high court nor the Supreme Court has ever
quashed any proceedings in a case of corruption on such a ground.
He said it was not the birthright of its members that probe agencies cannot summon them
in accordance with law in a case of corruption.
A day before Congress accused Prime

he CBI probe in the Yes
Bank-DHFL bank fraud
T
case has revealed that Punebased auto driver-turned-real
estate baron Avinash Bhosale as
middleman allegedly received
kickbacks of over Rs 360 crore
from another real estate developer for facilitating undue
loans from DHFL which later
turned into non performing
assets (NPA).
During the Yes BankDHFL bank fraud case, payments of over Rs 68.8 crore and
Rs 292 crore to arrested ABIL
chairman Avinash Bhosale's
companies made by Radius
Developers came to the fore.
Promoter of Radius Developers
was recently arrested in the
case, officials said.
The payments were shown
as consultancy fee and loan but
the CBI alleged that these were
kickbacks from Chhabaria to
facilitate loans worth over Rs
2,420 crore from DHFL which
were later turned into NPA,
they said.

Following the larger probe
into the Yes Bank-DHFL bank
fraud cases, the agency is probing alleged middlemen and
secondary and tertiary level
beneficiaries of the fraud.
Yes Bank under Rana
Kapoor had disbursed Rs 3,983
crore to DHFL which were
"proceeds of crime", the CBI
had recently told a special
court.
Out of this amount, DHFL
had sanctioned and disbursed
loans aggregating Rs 2,420
crore to three groups concerns
of Radius Group, headed by
Sanjay Chhabria, it had alleged.
The loans sanctioned to
Radius Group concerns were
siphoned off and became NPA
in the books of DHFL with an
outstanding liability of Rs 2,130
crore, the CBI alleged.
Bhosale, who was being
investigated in Mumbai, was
shifted to Delhi on Tuesday for
further questioning in connection with alleged kickbacks
to facilitate disbursal of funds
from DHFL to Radius, they
added.

0RGLZLOOUHJDLQFRXQWU\¶V
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and Kundan Shinde under
charges of criminal conspiracy of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC) and relevant provisions
of Prevention of Corruption
Act. The agency had booked
Deshmukh and others under
IPC sections related to criminal conspiracy and section of
Prevention of Corruption Act
for alleged "attempt to obtain
undue advantage for improper and dishonest performance
of public duty".
After he was removed
from the post of Mumbai
Police Commissioner, Singh, in
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ome Minister Amit Shah
has said the journey of culH
tural revival that began in

ollowing success of its pilot
projects envisaging usage of
F
drones to deliver medicines in

India in 2014, when Prime
Minister Narendra Modi led
the BJP to power, will take the
country to heights of glory it
enjoyed earlier.
In a brief speech after
watching Akshay Kumar-starrer 'Samrat Prithviraj' at a special screening in the national
capital on Wednesday night,
Shah said after overcoming
numerous adversities, India's
pride, culture and innate faith
is now on course to be where
it was long back when it
showed the way to the world.
Prithviraj Chauhan's war
with Muhammad Ghori was a
part of a long journey which
began in 1025, an apparent reference to Mahmud Ghazni's
attack on Gujarat and plunder
of Somnath temple, and ended
in 1947 with India becoming
independent, the home minister said, adding that he has
been a keen student of history.
Many invaders attacked
India and its culture, and the
fight against them never ended,
he said, naming several kings

the country’s inaccessible and
remote terrains during Covid19 crisis, the Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR) has
now issued guidance documents to streamline services of
the unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) for healthcare.
Medical supplies load up to
6 kg including BCG, measles
and Covid-19 vaccines, which
can be stored between 2°C and
8°C, along with tablets, capsules, syrups in bottles, gloves
and syringes can be transported safely by drones, as per the
document.
The ICMR took to Twitter
to announce the release of
their ‘Guidance Document for
use of Drones in Healthcare’.
The guidebook was released
during the Bharat Drone
Mahotsav 2022 that was held
on May 27 and May 28.
The ICMR said they had
conducted field research in
Healthcare delivery by drones
from Manipur to Nagaland.
This field experience formed
the basis of the guidance doc-

from different regions who
battled with them and worked
to "preserve and conserve"
Indian culture.
Praising the movie's depiction of Prithviraj, considered by
many the last great Hindu king
who reigned in Delhi before the
Islamic conquest and Prithviraj
Raso, the epic biographical
poem on which it is based,
Shah said "an epic can at times
ignite pride and mass awareness that hundreds of books
cannot".
And a two-and-a-half-hour
film can establish a
"mahanayak" (icon) in people's

consciousness in a way that
thousands of pages of books
cannot, Shah said, praising the
movie's
director
Chandraprakash Dwivedi,
actors Akshay Kumar and
Manushi Chhillar besides other
members of the crew.
The movie not only shows
Prithviraj's brave fight for the
motherland but also depicts its
cultural glories of those times,
he said adding those who speak
for women empowerment
must watch the movie.
Prithviraj Chauhan had
defeated Ghori in 1191 but had
lost to him the next year.

a letter to Chief Minister
Uddhav Thackeray, had alleged
Deshmukh had asked him to
extort over Rs 100 crore a
month from bars and restaurants of Mumbai, officials said.
"The Preliminary Enquiry
prima facie revealed that a cognizable offence is made out in
the matter, wherein the then
home minister of Maharashtra,
Anil Deshmukh and unknown
others have attempted to
obtain undue advantage for
improper and dishonest performance of their public duty,"
the CBI FIR has alleged.

ument.
Following the success of
the same exercise, wherein the
medical supplies delivered
under i-Drone project included Covid-19 vaccines, vaccines used routine immunisation programs, antenatal care
medicines, multi-vitamins,
syringes and gloves, the guidance book has been released,
said an official from the ICMR.
The document emulates
the regulator y approvals
required from competent
authorities and the air space
related issues are highlighted.
The book also talks about
selecting drones and choosing
their take-off and landing sites.
Step-by-step preparation of
carrier boxes and loading and
unloading procedures are also
described.
The study which was conducted in Manipur, Nagaland
and the Andaman and Nicobar
Islands provided promising
results, on the basis of which
the Ministry of Civil Aviation
(MoCA), the Directorate
General of Civil Aviation
(DGCA) and other regulatory
authorities granted permission to fly drones beyond the
Visual Line Of Sight, said the
official.

Minister Narendra Modi of "cowardly conspiracy" against its president and member of parliament Rahul following the ED’s
summons to them for questioning in
the National Herald case. In a riposte
Bhatia said nobody be it Sonia or
Rahul is above the law, and it will
apply equally to everyone, he said
addressing a press conference here.
Lashing out at the Congress for
its attack on central probe agencies
, Bhatia recalled that investigation
agency heads were summoned by
the previous Congress government
and their reports changed. They are now independent and act in an unbiased manner, the BJP
spokesperson sought to say. Bhatia said that
Sonia’s son-in-law Robert Vadra had also
received an anticipatory bail in a case of alleged
graft against him involving land deals.
"If there is one most corrupt family not only
in India but in the world, then it is the Gandhi
family," he alleged, adding that people used to
look at the family with trust but they tried to
loot the country. No court has quashed any proceedings against them, he said.
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first-of-its-kind Asia's
largest liquid mirror teleA
scope in the country atop
Devasthal
hill
in
Uttarakhand’s Himalayan
range will now help in surveying the sky making it possible to observe several galaxies and other astronomical
sources just by staring at the
strip of sky that passes overhead.
The telescope will keep a
watch on the overhead sky to
identify transient or variable
objects such as supernovae,
gravitational lenses, space
debris, and asteroids. It is
built by astronomers from

India, Belgium and Canada.
The novel instrument
employs a 4-meter-diameter
rotating mirror made up of a
thin film of liquid mercury to
collect and focus light. It is
located at an altitude of 2450
metres at the Devasthal
Obser vator y campus of
Aryabhatta Research Institute
of Observational Sciences
(ARIES), an autonomous
institute
under
the
Department of Science and
Technology (DST) in Nainital,
Uttarakhand. Prof. Paul
Hickson (University of British
Columbia, Canada), an expert
on liquid mirror technology,
said , “The rotation of the
earth causes the images to
drift across the camera, but

this motion is compensated
electronically by the camera.
This mode of operation
increases observing efficiency
and makes the telescope particularly sensitive to faint and
diffuse objects.”
“ILMT is the first liquidmirror telescope designed
exclusively for astronomical
observations installed at the
Devasthal Observatory of
ARIES,” said Prof. Dipankar
Banerjee, Director, ARIES.
Prof. Banerjee mentioned
that Devasthal Observatory
now hosts two four-meter
class telescopes – the ILMT
and the Devasthal Optical
Telescope (DOT). Both are the
largest aperture telescopes
available in the country.
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he Ministry of Consumer Affairs will soon
come out with a legal framework to stop
T
restaurants levying service charge from customers as the practice is "unfair". After a meeting with representatives of associations of
restaurants as well as consumers, Consumer
Affairs Secretary Rohit Kumar Singh said that
although the associations claim the practice is
legal, the Department of Consumer Affairs is
of the view that it adversely affects the rights
of the consumers and it is an "unfair trade practice".
"We will soon work on a legal framework

because there were guidelines of 2017 which they
have not enforced. The guidelines are not generally legally enforceable," he said. The meeting
was attended by representatives of National
Restaurant Association of India (NRAI),
Federation of Hotel & Restaurant Associations
of India (FHRAI) and consumer organisations,
including Mumbai Grahak Panchayat and
Pushpa Girimaji.
A legal framework will be legally binding on
them to stop this practice. Usually, consumers get
confused between service charge and service tax
and end up paying, he noted. During the meeting, representatives of NRAI and FHRAI said that
levying of service charges was not illegal.
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erming the brutal rape and
murder of a 32-year-old
T
woman Andheri’s Sakinaka
locality in north Mumbai as
“rarest of rare” crime considering the brutality of the attack
on the victim, a Special Court
here on Thursday handed out
death sentence to 45-year-old
Mohan Chauhan in the sensational case.
Three days after he convicted Chauhan after holding
him guilty of charges of rape,
murder and offences under
the Scheduled Caste and
Scheduled Tribe (Prevention of
Atrocities) Act, Special Judge
HC Shende of Sessions Court
at Dindoshi said that the crime
fell under the “rarest of category” owing to the severity of
injuries inflicted by the convict
on the victim after he sexually
assaulted the victim.
"I agree with the
Prosecution that the injuries
were so brutal, it left no hope
of life. Even if she had survived

how she would have lived, the
Judge wondered, as he sentenced
Chauhan
to
death.
Earlier on Monday, the
Judge had convicted Chauhan
after holding him guilty of
offences registered under sections 302 (murder), 376-A
(offence of rape and inflicting
injury which causes death or
causes the woman to be in a
persistent vegetative state), 376
(2)(m) (causing grievous bodily harm or maims or disfigures
or endangers the life of a
woman while committing rape)
of the Indian Penal Code (IPC),
37 (1)(A) r/w 135 of the
Maharashtra Police Act and
and section 31(1)(w) and
3(2)(v) of the Scheduled Caste
and
Scheduled
Tribe
(Prevention of Atrocities)
Act.
While rooting for death
penalty to Chauhan, Special
Public Prosecutor Mahesh
Mule had told the court on
Wednesday: “This is a gruesome and diabolical attack on
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tar singer Krishnakumar
Kunnath’s death post a mega
Sconcert
in Kolkata seems to
have opened a Pandora’s box
with critics demanding a thorough probe not only into the
circumstances that hastened
the star’s death but also the
source of mega bucks splurged
year after year by the undergraduate college students’
unions in organizing live shows
worth crores.
Even as words spread about
the amount for which the
Gurudas College Trinamool
Congress Chatra Parishad unit
had hired the Bollywood singer
many an opposition politicians
wondered “from where these
youngsters are getting lakhs of
rupees to spend in college
fests.”
Incidentally there are no
students’ unions officially in
place in any of the State colleges
as student union elections have
not been for the past several
years. Hence the shows are generally run by the TMCP students’ units that are allowed to
pass off as students’ unions.
The show where KK was
singing was organized by the
TMCP students’ unit (and not
a students’ union) of the North
Kolkata college.
The Mumbai singer on
Tuesday evening died of a
massive heart attack post the
concert which was held in the
overcrowded Nazrul Manch.
“You open the almirahs of
any college you will find currency notes stuffed,” said a
student of another college from
the Sealdah area which is
scheduled to host another
Mumbai singer on June 6. The
said singer has allegedly been
paid Rs 25 lakh as an advance,
sources said.
This, when the State
Government has been crying
hoarse about unavailability of
funds to clear the dearness
allowances and NREGA wages.
“God knows from where
these funds are coming … or
whether they are being given by
the Government or any private
business organization ... God

knows whether these expenditures are audited or not … God
knows what advantage these
private organizations that fund
these TMCP programmes
extract from the ruling party in
terms of securing government
contracts … particularly
because on top of every college
students’ unit there is a local
MLA or a minister or a councilor,” said a Pradesh Congress
leader.
PCC president Adhir
Chowdhury too wondered
“from where this money is
coming in the hands of these
young students … this needs to
be probed … because Bengal
has become a capital of corruption.”
“KK's death is a conspiracy. It is a murder. … This was
not a college event. It was an
event organized by the
Trinamool Congress Chatra
Parishad,” BJP MP from
Bishnupur, Saumitra Khan
said.
BJP national vice president Dilip Ghosh too attacked
the “unruly TMC leaders and
workers” for submitting to a
“licentious
lifestyle.”
Lambasting the management
he reminded what Home
Minister Amit Shah said a few
weeks ago. “Once you go to
Bengal you will not return
alive … KK proved this with his
life ... He was forced to sing
though he was feeling unwell
… the TMC men are consumed by arrogance of power
… he died bit by bit when they
enjoyed their death.”
Khan has written a letter to
the Home Minister seeking a
probe by central agency into
the death of the star singer asking why there was no senior
police officer near the venue,
who were managing the programme and so on.
“I have written to Home
Minister Amit Shah and
demanded an impartial probe
by a central agency. We don't
have faith in the state police.
The case needs to be looked
into; the role of the police and
the organisers needs to be
looked into,” he said showing
the copy of the letter.
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final one hour of his life
singer KK
IhadnacethefeltBollywood
literally like a fish out
of water gasping for breath …
now feeling cold asking the driver of the car ferrying him to
the hotel to switch off the airconditioner and then telling
him to roll down the windows
for fresh air, one was told.
Yadav the driver of the car
that carried him to the hotel
from the concert venue some 8
km away said “It seemed that
something was wrong … he
was being accompanied by his
manager and another person
… he was sometimes lying
down on his seat … sometimes
getting up … then again slump-

ing back … asking me to put
off the AC and then asking me
to roll down the windows …
asking me how far the hotel
was.”
He added “he was getting
so restless … like the one I have
never seen anyone doing so in
my life. I wanted to drive fast
but there was traffic signal …
I told him but it didn’t seem to
register as he again slumped
back.”
Renowned cardiac surgeon
Dr Kunal Sarkar who had been
highly critical about the way
things were handled on
Tuesday said, “This man could
have been saved but for the
wastage of that golden hour …
this has put all of us to
shame.”

a hapless and lonely woman at
odd hours of the night, thereby raising fear for women’s safety in a metropolitan city like
Mumbai. The case fits into the
category of rarest of rare case,
hence capital punishment
should be awarded to the convict”.
The Prosecution had
sought the death penalty for
Chauhan on the ground that
the sexual assault was gruesome and cold-blooded and
that it involved a brutal attack
on her private parts, which was
so severe that it caused her
death.
On her part, Chauhan’s
lawyer KalpanaWaskar had
argued that the convict had no
criminal antecedents and that
his dependents, including his
wife, would suffer if he was
given the death penalty. She
said that Chauhan had cooperated during the proceedings
and that the crime could not be
categorised as “rarest of rare” as
made
out
by
the
Prosecution.
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ed by Maharashtra and
Kerala, India witnessed a
L
significant spike in daily Covid-

eeking a permanent solution
to the “nuisance” caused by
Sloudspeakers
installed atop

19 cases on Thursday with
3,712 new Covid-19 infections
being reported in the last 24
hours. The total tally of cases
rose to 4,31,64,544, according
to Union health ministry data.
The active caseload stands
at 19,509. India recorded 5 new
deaths in the last 24 hours. The
country also reported 2,584
recoveries in a day. The number of people who have recuperated from the disease has
increased to 4,26,20,394, while
the case fatality rate has been
recorded at 1.22 per cent.
Maharashtra on Thursday
reported 1,045 new Covid-19
cases, of which Mumbai reported 704 infections, while Delhi
logged 373 fresh infections
and two more deaths. The
positivity rate stood at 1.85 per
cent, according to data shared
by the city health department.
With this, Delhi's Covid-19
tally increased to 19,07,637
while the death toll stood at

mosques, MNS chief Raj
Thackeray on Thursday
exhorted his party works “to
ensure mosques using loudspeakers maintain the permissible limit of 55 decibels during the day and 45 decibels at
night” and complain to the
police in case of violation of the
sound rules.
As he made an appeal to
the people – through letters
issued in Marathi, Hindi and
English –to keep track of the
sound norm violations by
mosques, the MNS chief
appeared to gone back on his
earlier that party workers
would play Hanuman Chalisa
in front of mosques five times
a day—if the loudspeakers are
not removed from the
mosques.
“The MNS took up the
issue of loudspeakers installed.
The issue found resonance
among the people not just in
the state, but also in national

26,212. If the Covid-19 cases in
Maharashtra continue to spike,
the state government is likely to
make face masks mandatory
again, according to various
reports. In Kerala too, the
Covid-19 graph continues to
show a rising trend. The graph
shows an increasing trend for
the past one week with 750-800
cases recorded over a thousand
cases for the second consecutive day on Wednesday.
Health experts are stressing
that pandemic norms like
wearing of masks and social
distancing, which were rolled
back to "voluntary mode" on 2
April this year amid a fall in

cases, will have to be observed
diligently again.
On the status of the country’s Covid-19 vaccination coverage,
193.70
Cr
(1,93,70,51,104) jabs have been
administered,
achieved
through 2,46,20,654 sessions.
So far, more than 3.41
Crore (3,41,31,661) adolescents (age group 12-14 years
was started on 16 March, 2022)
have been administered with
the first dose of Covid-19 vaccine. Similarly, the Covid-19
precaution dose administration
for age group 18-59 years also
started from April 10, 2022
onwards.

politics. We need to find a permanent solution to the loudspeaker issue. Hence, it is necessary to reach our stand on the
issue to each home. I have sent
across to you my letters in
Marathi, English and Hindi.
Now get down to work,” Raj
appealed to his party
workers.
“My only request to you is
to distribute my letters personally to every home in your
locality. Unless there is widespread participation by the
people, our movement against
loudspeakers will not succeed.
I am confident that you will not
leave any stone unturned in
reaching my letters to the
homes of the people,” the MNS
chief said.
It may be recalled that on
April 17, the MNS chief had
exhorted the “Hindu brothers”
across the country to prepare
themselves to give a “fitting
reply” to the Muslims – in the
form of playing Hanuman
Chalisa in front of mosques five
times a day—if the loudspeakers are not removed from the
mosques by May 3.
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7KHFDVWHFHQVXVLQ%LKDUFRXOGRSHQD
3DQGRUD¶VER[WKH%-3PXVWRSSRVHLW

LKDU&KLHI0LQLVWHU1LWLVK.XPDU·VGHFLVLRQWRFRQGXFWDFDVWHEDVHGVXUYH\RI
WKH6WDWH·VSRSXODWLRQGRHVQ·WDXJXUZHOOIRUSROLWLFV$IWHUDWZRKRXUPHHWLQJ
ZLWKUHSUHVHQWDWLYHVRIQLQHSDUWLHVRQ:HGQHVGD\KHVDLG´,W FDVWHFHQVXV ZLOO
WDNHLQWRDFFRXQWDOOWKHDVSHFWVUHODWHGWRHYHU\FDVWHVDQGVXEFDVWHV VLF «IRUKHOS
LQSODQQLQJIRUWKHLUXSOLIW7KHXOWLPDWHREMHFWLYHRIWKHH[HUFLVHLVWRHQVXUHGHYHORS
PHQWZLWKMXVWLFHWRDOOµ.XPDU·VEDVLFSUHPLVHVHHPVWREHRQO\DFDVWHRULHQWHGSRO
LF\IUDPHZRUNFDQGHOLYHUGHYHORSPHQWDQGMXVWLFH7KHSUHPLVHLVIODZHGIRUHPSLUL
FDOHYLGHQFHVXJJHVWVRWKHUZLVH7KHGHYHORSPHQWLQGLFHVRID6WDWHDUHLQYHUVHO\SUR
SRUWLRQDOWRWKHLQFLGHQFHRIFDVWHDQGLWVLQVLGLRXVUROHLQSROLWLFVDQGSROLF\,WLVZLGH
O\DFNQRZOHGJHGWKDWRQHRIWKHPDLQUHDVRQVIRUWKHEDFNZDUGQHVVRI%LKDULVFDVWH
8QIRUWXQDWHO\WKH%LKDU&KLHI0LQLVWHUZDQWVWRQXU
WXUHVRPHWKLQJWKDWKDVSODJXHGWKH6WDWHIRUVRORQJ
DQGVRJUDYHO\:KLOH,QGLDKDVEHHQFDUU\LQJRXWD
FHQVXVHYHU\\HDUVVLQFH,QGHSHQGHQFHRQO\WKH
VFKHGXOHGFDVWHVDQGVFKHGXOHGWULEHVDUHHQXPHU
DWHGVHSDUDWHO\)RUEHIRUHQDWLRQDOLVWOHDGHUVZHUH
DOZD\VDJDLQVWFDVWHFHQVXVWKH\EHOLHYHGULJKWO\VR
WKDWFDVWHFHQVXVZRXOGSHUSHWXDWHGLYLVLRQVLQWKH
FRXQWU\7KH&RQJUHVVGHFODUHG-DQXDU\
DV&HQVXV%R\FRWW6XQGD\1DWLRQDOLVWVPHQWLRQHGWKHLU
SURIHVVLRQDV´%DQGH0DWDUDPµ,QIDFWLWZDVRZLQJ
WRWKHLURSSRVLWLRQWKDWDIWHUWKH%ULWLVKJDYHXS
WKHFDVWHFHQVXVWKHRQHKHOGLQZDVQRWVXFK
,WPD\EHUHFDOOHGWKDWWKH0DQGDO&RPPLVVLRQKDGEDVHGLWVYLHZVDQGUHF
RPPHQGDWLRQVRQWKHEDVLVRI³ DQGRQHRIWKHJURXQGVRQZKLFKLWVUHSRUW
ZDVFULWLFLVHGZDVWKLV5HJDUGHGDJDLQVWVXFKKLVWRULFDOEDFNGURSWKHGHPDQGIRUDQG
LQVLVWHQFHRQFDVWHFHQVXVLVVXUHO\GHSUHVVLQJ2ZLQJWRWKHLPSHWXV0DQGDOJDYHWR
FDVWHLVWSROLWLFVWKH&RQJUHVVOHG*RYHUQPHQWVXFFXPEHGWRWKHGHPDQGIRUDFDVWH
FHQVXV6RFLR(FRQRPLFDQG&DVWH&HQVXV 6(&& LQ8QZLOOLQJWRRSHQD3DQGRUD·V
ER[WKH8QLWHG3URJUHVVLYH$OOLDQFH*RYHUQPHQWGLGQ·WUHOHDVHWKH6(&&GDWD6KDULQJ
WKH83$·VVFHSWLFLVPWKH1DUHQGUD0RGL*RYHUQPHQWKDVDOVRUHIXVHGWRGRVR$V
0LQLVWHURI6WDWHIRU6RFLDO-XVWLFH3UDWLPD%KRXPLNVDLGLQ3DUOLDPHQWDIHZPRQWKV
DJR ´7KH 6RFLR(FRQRPLF &DVWH &HQVXV  FRQGXFWHG E\ WKH 0LQLVWU\ RI 5XUDO
'HYHORSPHQWDQGWKH0LQLVWU\RI+RXVLQJDQG8UEDQ$IIDLUVFRXOGQRWFRUUHFWO\FDS
WXUHWKHFDVWHVWDWXVRIKRXVHKROGVRWKHUWKDQ6&V67V 6FKHGXOHG&DVWHV6FKHGXOHG
7ULEHV %HVLGHVWKHGDWDLVQRZRXWGDWHGµ2EYLRXVO\WKLVKDVQRWVDWLVILHG.XPDUDQG
RWKHUSROLWLFLDQVZKRZDQWWREULQJEDFNWKHSHULRGEHJLQQLQJLQWKHVZKHQFDVWH
UXOHGVXSUHPHLQ,QGLDQSROLWLFV7KH\PD\DOVRILQGDPSOHVXSSRUWIURPDVHFWLRQRI
LQWHOOHFWXDOVZKRKDYHQRWRQO\IDYRXUHG0DQGDOEXWDOVRVDZFDVWHDVWRXVHWKHODWH
5DMQL.RWKDUL·VWHUP´DJUHDWVHFXODULVHUµ7KLVPD\HYHQVWRSWKH0RGLMXJJHUQDXW
7KH%KDUDWL\D-DQDWD3DUW\KRZHYHUKDVQRUHDVRQWRVXSSRUWDFDVWHFHQVXV
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ecruitment for the Army
has been at a standstill
over the past two years as
the Government contemplates drastic changes in its
recruitment pattern and consequently its manpower profile.
As recruitment is age-driven,
this halt on recruitment has
adversely impacted youngsters,
mostly from rural areas, who suddenly find themselves stuck in
limbo. The tragic suicide by
young Pawan of Bhiwani district
on becoming overage in the
interim says it all. But his case is
just the tip of an iceberg as over
1 lakh candidates, having cleared
the physical tests, are still awaiting conduct of the written exam
as time ticks by.
It has adversely impacted the
Army as well. Approximately
50,000 personnel retire annually,
which implies that the Army is
currently deficient of nearly 10
per cent of its authorised strength.
This has impacted operational
readiness, and will have a knockon effect on training and manpower management in future.
The fact is, it takes 18 months
from the time an individual is
selected and joins his unit as a
trained soldier. Clearly, halting
regular recruitment, for whatever reasons, has been an imprudent move that has negatively
impacted our national security
and should have been avoided at
all costs, given the fragile
security environment that we
confront.
While the specifics of the
much hyped “Tour of Duty”
(ToD) proposal being thrust on
the military by the Government
and its mandarins are not fully
known, its broad contours suggest
that all recruitment undertaken
will be for a period of four years,
including training. All recruits
will be enrolled as ‘Agneepaths’, a
new rank below that of a sepoy.
On discharge after completion of
their terms of engagement, 25 per
cent of that batch would be
selected for permanent absorption and re-enlisted as Sepoys,
clearly opening another avenue
for corruption in the selection
process.
It is theoretically a wonderful
proposal, ensuring that the Army

R

maintains a young profile and
selects only the very best from
each batch for permanent
absorption. Moreover, it will
also result in substantial reductions in the pension outlay,
while simultaneously ensuring
that those released into the job
market, having imbibed values
that are synonymous with our
Armed Forces, continue to
display high standards of discipline, integrity and work
ethics.
These are indeed substantial reasons to undertake drastic reforms of our military
recruitment system but, as
critics have correctly pointed
out, such budgetary constraints
seem to only apply to the military and not the CAPF. They
have seen unprecedented
growth over the past decade,
suggesting that either the
Government’s priorities are
skewed or it believes that our
own citizens pose a greater
threat than our inimical neighbours.
But as Albert Einstein said:
“In theory, theory and practice
are the same but, in practice,
they are not.” That holds quite
true for the ToD proposal as
well. Obviously, those at the
helm have not thought it
through and have little or no
understanding of how a mili-
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tary functions. Calculations
suggest that in 25 years from
now in regular combat units,
for every three Agneepaths
there will be one regular combatant, most likely an NCO. It
would be provided that those
selected all re-enlist, an unlikely proposition as some of them
may have better prospects outside. Moreover, keeping in
view that Agneepaths are
unlikely to be sent for advanced
training till permanently
absorbed, we will have a military where the vast majority of
our soldiers will be no better
than semi-skilled labour, lacking espirit de corps and motivation, not unlike the Russian
conscripts, being used as sacrificial goats to fulfil Putin’s
ambitions in Ukraine. Do we
truly want to leave this nation’s
sovereignty in the hands of
such unskilled labour? The
answer, if we are to be honest,
has to be a definitive no.
It was once said of our
cricket team that they were
adept at snatching defeat from
the jaws of victory. Well, a welltrained and respected military,
gutted from the inside, seems
to be heading in the same
direction, much like the Titanic
blithely speeding towards its
doom; its own hierarchy
unwilling or unable to display
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.HMULZDOLVWU\LQJWRSXVKWKH8QLRQ*RYW
LQWRWKHFRUQHURYHUµPLVXVHRISRZHUV¶

KHEDGEORRGEHWZHHQWKH$DP$DGPL3DUW\ $$3 *RYHUQPHQWLQ'HOKLDQGWKH
%-3OHG8QLRQ*RYHUQPHQWFRQWLQXHV'D\VDIWHU'HOKL+HDOWK0LQLVWHU6DW\HQGDU
-DLQZDVDUUHVWHGDQGUHPDQGHGLQWKH(QIRUFHPHQW'LUHFWRUDWH·V (' FXVWRG\
WLOO -XQH  &KLHI 0LQLVWHU $UYLQG .HMULZDO VDLG -DLQ VKRXOG EH DZDUGHG WKH 3DGPD
9LEKXVKDQIRUKLV¶PRKDOODFOLQLFV·PRGHOWKDWWUHDWVSHRSOHIUHHRIFRVW7DNLQJKLV
DWWDFNRQWKH%-3OHDGHUVKLSIRULWV´PLVXVHµRI&HQWUDODJHQFLHVDQRWFKKLJKHUKHLV
QRZFODLPLQJWKDWKLVGHSXW\0DQLVK6LVRGLDZDVEHLQJIUDPHGLQDKDOHVFDVHDQG
OLNHO\WREHWKHQH[W0LQLVWHUWRIDFHDUUHVW.HMULZDOHYHQGDUHG3ULPH0LQLVWHU1DUHQGUD
0RGLWRDUUHVWDQGWKURZWKHHQWLUH'HOKL&DELQHWPHPEHUV´LQMDLOWRJHWKHUµVRWKDWDOO
WKHFDVHVDUHLQYHVWLJDWHGDWRQHJRDQG´«WKHQZHFDQUHWXUQWRZRUNµ,QWHUHVWLQJO\
WKH&KLHI0LQLVWHUKDGPDGHDVLPLODU¶SUHGLFWLRQ·EDFN
LQ-DQXDU\IRU6DW\HQGDU-DLQZKRKDVVLQFHEHHQ
DUUHVWHG7KHUHDUHDOVRLQGLFDWLRQVWKDWQRORYHKDV
VWLOO EHHQ ORVW EHWZHHQ WKH 6WDWH DQG 8QLRQ
*RYHUQPHQWVZLWKUHJDUGWRWKHODWWHU·VDSSRLQWHHLQ
WKHFLW\DVWKHDGPLQLVWUDWLYHKHDG
%DUHO\DZHHNDIWHU9LQDL.XPDU6D[HQDWRRNFKDUJH
DVWKH/*WKH$$3*RYHUQPHQWDFFXVHGKLPRI´DWWDFN
LQJ'HOKL·VFRQVWLWXWLRQDOVDQFWLW\µDQGDSSHDOHGWRKLP
QRWWRGLVUXSW'HOKL·VFRQVWLWXWLRQDOIUDPHZRUN7KH%-3
KRZHYHUKLWEDFNVD\LQJWKDWWKH$$3ZDVUDNLQJXS
WKHLVVXHWRGLYHUWWKHSXEOLF·VDWWHQWLRQIURPLWV´WDLQW
HGµ'HOKL0LQLVWHU7KLVLVWKHILUVWWLIIEHWZHHQ$$3DQG
WKH /* %XW ELWWHU FRQIURQWDWLRQV EHWZHHQ WKH $$3
*RYHUQPHQWDQG/W*RYHUQRUVDUHQRWQHZWR'HOKL(YHQRQHDUOLHURFFDVLRQVWKH'HOKL
*RYHUQPHQWKDGKDGIUHTXHQWUXQLQVZLWKIRUPHU/*$QLO%DLMDODEDWFK,$6RIIL
FHU7KHPRVWQRWLFHDEOHIDFHRIIVLQYROYLQJWKHWZRLQFOXGHGWKHWXVVOHRYHUVHWWLQJXS
DFRPPLWWHHWRORRNLQWRWKHDOOHJHG¶PHGLFDOR[\JHQVFDUFLW\·GHDWKVGXULQJWKHEUXWDO
VHFRQGZDYHRIWKH&29,'SDQGHPLF7KHQWKHUHZHUHORQJODVWLQJGLIIHUHQFHVRQ
WKHGRRUVWHSGHOLYHU\RIUDWLRQVFKHPHDQGRYHUDSSRLQWLQJVSHFLDOSXEOLFSURVHFXWRUV
LQFDVHVUHODWHGWRYLROHQFHGXULQJWKHWUDFWRUUDOO\RQ5HSXEOLF'D\DQGWKHQRUWKHDVW
'HOKLULRWV7KHOHVVRQKHUHLVWKDWGHYHORSPHQWZRUNVLQWKH&DSLWDOKDYHIDOOHQYLFWLP
WRWKHHJRFODVKEHWZHHQWKH$$3DQGWKH%-3ZKLFKFOHDUO\VKRXOGQ·WEHWKHFDVH
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Sir — In the so-called superpower
America, dozens of people die every day
in firing because of its deep-rooted gun
culture. In that country for the last 50
years, there is only a debate going on over
abolishing the gun culture. The
Democratic Party is trying to ban it but
the Republican Party does not want to
allow this to happen. The Americans
believe it is their constitutional right to
own and carry a gun, and that it can’t be
taken away. America looks completely
divided and helpless on this issue. But
their neighbour Canada has already
taken measures to avoid such tragedies.
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has
said that he has introduced a law in
Parliament to ban the purchase and sale
of all handguns in Canada. He rightly
said that it is not necessary for anyone
to have a gun. Therefore, its promotion
and supply must be stopped. Under this
law, it would also revoke firearms licenses of the gun owners involved in domestic violence or criminal harassment. That
is what the White House and Capitol Hill
should have done, as it was done and
adopted by the Canadian Parliament.
Well done, Justin Trudeau. Keep it up!
Jang Bahadur Singh | Jamshedpur
D85AE1<9DI?639F9<C5BF935C
Sir —We seem to be in hubris over the
top three civil service positions this year
being grabbed by women. While we may
preen ourselves touching a sort of peak
in the emancipation of women, we miss
the current state of the service itself, after
seven decades of Independence. The Raj
had civil service officers in the first phase
as Collectors. And by its very connotation, it meant to enforce compliance to
sequester revenue for the Crown. The
architecture of governance was thus
largely built around ensuring that compliance. The laws too were framed
accordingly.
Into this framework fresh service
recruits are deputed ab initio to districts.
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^aP\P]fW^SXS]^cfP]cc^_[Ph=^ePZ
3Y^Z^eXR Pc ]XVWc APUPT[ =PSP[ RTacPX][h
\PSTcWTQTbc^UcWTbXcdPcX^]X]bdRWPfPh
cWPccWTB_P]XPaSRP\TQPRZUa^\$!S^f]
X] cWT U^dacW bTc c^ aTPRW cWT bT\XUX]P[b Pc
A^[P]S6Paa^b1dcWTXbAPUPT[=PSP[7TXb
cWT\P]fW^WPbf^] cX\TbPcW^\TfXcW
Ydbc cWaTT [^bbTb* fW^ WPb bW^f] ^eTa cWT
R^dabT^UWXb &hTPaRPaTTacWPcU^a\P]S^cWTa
caXeXPWPeT[Xcc[TaT[TeP]RTX]cWTUPRT^Uc^cP[
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Clearly, they are too raw for deeper
insights of governing the State they are
posted in. They tend to believe that compliance is governance and, soon enough,
they are immune to voices of the people they are to serve, assist and uplift. The
remedy must lie in their working first
on the desks of varied Ministries long
enough to grasp the larger picture. That
should arm them with a far broader spectrum in the interplay between people’s
aspirations and the Government’s limitations. This alone can seed innovative
governance.
R Narayanan | Navi Mumbai
=?>;5I@?H<??=C1DD854??BCD5@
Sir —Nearly 40 years after humans won
over smallpox, the current outbreak of
monkeypox in parts of the world is a matter of concern. The WHO has speculated that its spread is less likely to take the
form of a pandemic. Scientists are struggling to de-clutter its sudden spread. There
is no doubt that the outbreak is abrupt but
it can also be seen as a continuation of the

d]_aTRTST]cTSS^\X]P]RT8]cWT$(cW\TTc
X]V^UcWTWXbc^aXRaXeP[ahcWPc]TeTaT]Sb=PSP[
\^eTSc^!("PVPX]bc3Y^Z^eXRX]cWTXaWTPS
c^WTPSR[PbWTb
CWTP\PiX]V\PcRW\PZTbh^df^]STa
W^f\P]hT_XR\PcRWTbS^Tb=PSP[WPeT[TUc
X]WX\QdcWTXbcad[haT\PaZPQ[TCWX]ZPQ^dc
cWXb@5\PcRWfWXRWQTVP]X]<PhP]ST]STS
X]9d]T=PSP[fW^fX[[cda]"%5aXSPhQ[Tf
3Y^Z^eXR PfPh X] cWT ^_T]X]V bcPVTb cWT]
PQb^aQTS \d[cX_[T bca^]V UXVWcQPRZb P]S
X\\T]bT_aTbbdaTQTU^aTaXbX]Vc^fX]%!
#%%!&%#PUcTaU^daW^dabP]S \X]
dcTbPc ) $P\[^RP[cX\T3Y^Z^eXRR^]RTS
TScWPcWTfPbbTR^]SQTbc^]cWTSPh)°8³\
_a^dS^UUXVWcX]VP]SbcPhX]VcX[[cWT[PbcbW^c
0b8bPXSh^dZ]^f8[^bcc^PQTccTa_[PhTa
c^SPh ¨ P]S 8 WPeT c^ PRRT_c cWXb STUTPc±
2^]VaPcd[PcX^]b=PSP[
1XShdc:d\Pa2WPccTaYTTk5PaXSPQPS

long tradition of human virus interaction.
Since monkeypox is known to spread from
rodents found in central and western
African forests, zoonotic spillover cannot
be ruled out as a causal factor.
But scientists are finding it hard to
explain is why the disease is spreading
across the globe having wide-ranging
regional variations. Interestingly, the
genome sequencing of monkeypox samples from countries including Belgium,
France, Germany, Portugal and the US has
shown that these samples resemble the
strain found in Western Africa — which
is less lethal than the Central African
strain. Essentially, there seems to be no
concrete answer to the monkeypox conundrum as of now. While waiting for health
expert bodies to come up with reliable
findings to eliminate uncertainties, we
should focus on certainties to ensure safety for all.
Yash Pal Ralhan | Jalandhar
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

the requisite spine needed to
block this nonsensical proposal. It is indeed a travesty that
such leaders have been entrusted with the defence of this great
nation.
Clearly, at the end of the
day, this proposal is just a
penny-pinching exercise aimed
at massaging an oversized ego,
regardless of the disastrous
consequences it would have on
our national security. There are
far better alternatives, like
enhancing our Territorial
Army instead, that could have
achieved similar results.
However, an Opposition that is
no more than a detested family enterprise and a media
resembling pet poodles for
the most part, have emboldened this Government to push
through change, however
grievous a body blow it may be
to our body politic. The irony
is that a party that detests
Nehru is attempting to further
his unfinished agenda of
diminishing the military. Well,
we all know how that ended,
don’t we?
(The writer, a military
veteran, is a Visiting Fellow
with the Observer Research
Foundation and Senior Visiting
Fellow with The Peninsula
Foundation, Chennai. The
views expressed are personal.)
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$UHSROLFLHVQHHGHGWRPDNHRXUVFLHQWLVWVVRFLDOO\UHVSRQVLEOH"$UHQ¶WWKH\
DZDUHRIWKHLUVRFLHWDOREOLJDWLRQVZKLFKDUHPDQDJHGWKURXJKSXEOLFPRQH\"
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KHFRQWULEXWLRQRIWKH1RUWK(DVWWRWKH,QGLDQIUHHGRPPRYH
PHQWLVJUDGXDOO\JHWWLQJXQLYHUVDOUHFRJQLWLRQ0DQ\ZDUULRUVZHUH
ERUQLQWKLVUHJLRQDQGWKH\ODLGGRZQWKHLUOLYHVIRUWKHLUPRWK
HUODQG +HURHV OLNH %LU 7LNHQGUDMLW 6LQJK 5DQL *DLQGLQOLX +DLSRX
-DGXQDQJ87LURW6LQJKHWFLPPHGLDWHO\FRPHWRPLQG7UDJLFDOO\
WKHLUVWRULHVZHUHQHYHUUHFRJQLVHGRUWDXJKWLQKLVWRU\OHVVRQV9HHU
6DPEXGKDQ 3KRQJOR LV RQH VXFK QDPH +DLOLQJ IURP $VVDP KH
LQVSLUHGPDQ\\RXWKVRIKLVFRPPXQLW\DQGIRUPHGDQDUP\RIKLV
RZQWRZDJHZDUDJDLQVWWKH%ULWLVK+LVLVDVWRU\RIKRZHWKQLFFRP
PXQLWLHVOLNHWKH'LPDVD.DFKDULVSOD\HGDYLWDOUROHLQWKHLQGHSHQ
GHQFHPRYHPHQW-D\D7KDRVHQZDVDQRWKHUYDORURXVIUHHGRPILJKW
HUIURPWKH.DFKDULFRPPXQLW\7KH.DFKDULUHJLRQZDVRQFHWKHVHDW
RI WKH &DFKDU NLQJGRP D IORXULVKLQJ ¶UDMYDQVK· EHIRUH WKH %ULWLVK
GHVWUR\HGLW-D\DKDGJURZQXSOLVWHQLQJWRWKHVWRULHVRIWKHJORUL
RXVSDVWRIKHUUHJLRQ:KHQVKHKHDUGDERXWWKH,QGLDQ1DWLRQDO$UP\
DQGLWV5DQL-KDQVLUHJLPHQWVKHFRXOGQRWZDLWWRMRLQWKHDUP\,Q
-D\DIRUPHGDQRUJDQLVDWLRQRI\RXQJSDWULRWVLQFOXGLQJ$UMXQ
/DQJWKDVDDQG-RZWH'DR.HPSUDL+RZHYHUWKH\HQFRXQWHUHGWKH
%ULWLVKIRUFHDWWKH.KLUHQ.KRZDL5DQJH QHDU.RKLPD 7KLVHQFRXQWHU
VRRQWXUQHGLQWRDEDWWOHJURXQGLQZKLFK-D\D7KDRVHQDQGKHUFRP
SDWULRWVIRXJKWYDOLDQWO\DQGLQMXUHGPDQ\RIWKH%ULWLVKHUV%XW-D\D

7KDRVHQZDVPDUW\UHG7KH5X]D]KRYLOODJHRI1DJDODQGZDVWKHILUVW
YLOODJHDGPLQLVWHUHGE\1HWDML6XEKDVK&KDQGUD%RVHLQ1HWDML
FRPHWRWKHYLOODJHDQGHVWDEOLVKHGWKH$]DG+LQG*RYHUQPHQWZLWK
WKHDFWLYHVXSSRUWRIWKH1DJDSHRSOH+HDSSRLQWHGVHYHUDO*DRQ%XUD
'REDVKLDQGDUHDDGPLQLVWUDWRU*DLQGLQOLXIDPRXVO\NQRZQDV5DQL
*DLGLQOLXMRLQHGWKHVWUXJJOHDJDLQVWWKH%ULWLVKDWWKH\RXQJDJHRI
$FNQRZOHGJLQJKHUUROHLQWKHVWUXJJOHDJDLQVWWKH%ULWLVK-DZDKDUODO
1HKUXFDOOHGKHUWKH´'DXJKWHURIWKH+LOOVµDQGJDYHKHUWKHWLWOH´5DQLµ
RUTXHHQ6KHSDVVHGDZD\RQ)HEUXDU\DWKHUQDWLYHYLO
ODJH 7KH SHRSOH RI 0DQLSXU UHVLVWHG WKH %ULWLVK DV ZHOO ,Q 
0DKDUDMD.XOFKDQGUD6LQJKUHIXVHGWRDFFHSWDQ\IRUPRI%ULWLVKDXWKRU
LW\7KLVOHGWRZDU6LQJKV·VDUP\ZDVOHGE\7LNHQGUDMLWDQG*HQHUDO
7KDQJDO7KH\GURYHWKH%ULWLVKRXWDQGWKHODWWHUFRXOGQHYHUHVWDE
OLVKGLUHFWFRQWURORYHU0DQLSXU
7LURW6LQJLVDFHOHEUDWHGIUHHGRPILJKWHURIWKH.KDVL+LOOV7KH
7LURW6LQJ&DYHLVDQLPSRUWDQWPHPRULDORIWKLVYLYLGEUXWDODQGRIWHQ
LJQRUHGFKDSWHURIVXEFRQWLQHQWDOKLVWRU\$QHDUO\WKFHQWXU\FKLHI
7LURW6LQJEHORQJHGWRWKHIDFWLRQRI.KDVLOHDGHUVZKRGLGQRWVXS
SRUWWKHJURZLQJLQIOXHQFHRIWKH%ULWLVKLQWKHVHHDVWHUQIURQWLHUV
7KH$QJOR.KDVLZDUZDVIRXJKWDQG7LURWDQGKLVEDQGRIIDLWKIXO
IROORZHUVXVHGJXHULOODWDFWLFVWRHYDGHDQGVWULNHWKHPLOLWDULO\VXSH
ULRUFRORQLDOIRUFHVDEDWWOHEHWZHHQJXQVRQRQHVLGHDQGVZRUGV
DQGDUURZVRQWKHRWKHU3DWULRWVOLNH0RMH5LED0DWPXU-DPRK/RPOR
'DUDQJDQG%DSRN-HUDQJDUHYHQHUDWHGWRWKLVGD\$VVDP·V.DQDNODWD
%DUXD ZDV WKH \RXQJHVW IUHHGRP ILJKWHU IURP $VVDP ,QVSLUHG E\
*DQGKL·V4XLW,QGLD0RYHPHQWWKH\HDUROGMRLQHGWKHVWUXJJOH
$UHEHOOLRXV\RXQJ$VVDPHVHJLUO.DQDNODWD%DUXDHPEUDFHGGHDWK
DWWKHSHDNRIWKH4XLW,QGLD0RYHPHQWLQ7KHUHDUHPDQ\PRUH
VXFKZDUULRUVEXWXQIRUWXQDWHO\WKH1RUWK(DVWLVYLHZHGIURPWKH
SULVPRIWKH¶RWKHU·7KHLUKLVWRU\ZDVUDUHO\DVLJQLILFDQWVHFWLRQRI
,QGLDQKLVWRU\7KLVLQGLIIHUHQFHSHUFRODWHGGRZQWRQDWLYHVFKRODUV
WRRDQGWKHUHJLRQFDPHWREHYLHZHGIRUDORQJWLPHDVDQLVRODWHG
IURQWLHUZLWKQRFRQQHFWLRQWRWKHFXOWXUDOFRQWLQXXPRI,QGLD,WLVWLPH
WKHUHJLRQ·VSDVWJHWVLWVYRLFHKHDUG
7KHZULWHULV$VVLVWDQW3URIHVVRU&HQWUHIRU6WXG\RI6RFLDO
6\VWHPV-DZDKDUODO1HKUX8QLYHUVLW\1HZ'HOKL7KHYLHZV
H[SUHVVHGDUHSHUVRQDO

he Government has recently
bought out the Scientific Social
Responsibility (SSR) guidelines.
The objective is to harness the
potential of our scientific community voluntarily for strengthening science and society linkages and thereby making the S&T
ecosystem responsive to societal needs.
The guidelines were formulated as per
the suggestion made by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in his inaugural address to
the Indian Science Congress in 2017 at
Tirupati. A committee was formed under
Dr.W. Selvamurthy for the purpose.
The provisions of the guidelines aim
to strengthen the country’s scientific
knowledge ecosystem, improve communication between scientists and society, and
translate research into social benefits. India
is probably the first country to come out
with such a landmark guideline for scientific,social responsibility. But do we need
policies to make our scientists socially
responsible? Aren’t they aware of their profession’s societal obligations, which are
managed through public money?
Many scientists showed their sense of
social responsibility through their actions
and acted as change agents in reforming
society.India, as we see it today, is built on
the contributions of our great scientists.
These great scientists used to interact with
the public, especially the student community, with their inherent passion for the
subject. But slowly, this culture got eroded, and a disconnect has happened
between scientists working in our research
institutions and the citizens. This disconnect is mainly because of the luxury
enjoyed by the scientific community in
India. Scientists started loving the highprofile facilities Government provides
them through salary and other perks. In
this race to win superiority over their colleagues on the professional front, they forgot the fundamental work culture and
ethics. There are hardly a handful of scientists in India who do genuine scientific work in a lab after becoming a scientist.
For most of them, a PhD or PDF is the cessation of their research. Once they become
scientists, the research work isassigned to
the research students or project assistants,
and they begin the new role as bosses delivering orders, not accepting suggestions.
The role of the scientists gets diminished
to a proof-reader going through the
reports prepared by scholars or as a clerk
doing communication with the funding
agencies and administrative division.
Many great scientists lose the technical skill
needed in research in the long run. Most
of the time, our scientists are just doing
administrative jobs. This contradicts the
work culture observed in the labs of Nobel
laureates. Many laureates work ina lab similar to a research student, even at their old
age. It’s this curiosity and passion that
makes a great scientist. A good researcher
or teacher should always be a curious student till the last breath. This spirit leads
to world-class breakthrough research and
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(The writer is a science
communicator and
columnist. The views
expressed are personal.)

innovations in science.
One of the provisions in the
SSR is making scientists visit educational institutions to deliver the
lectures.Many scientists practice
this on an individual basis, especially through the initiatives of the
National Science Academies’ lecture workshop and refresher
course programme. But making it
compulsory in the government
guidelines will ease the administrative hurdle in getting approval
from higher authorities.
The Government should initiate steps to make every public-sector research institution accessible
to the public, especially to the student community. If we want to
develop a scientifically competent
generation for the future, we need
to kindle the fire of curiosity and
knowledge gathering in them.
Presently students are allowed to
visit only with authorization letters
from the teacher specifying the reason for the visit. This culture
needs to be changed. Any passionate student or public in the country who has a valid identity card
should be allowed to enter the
research centres without any
administrative hurdles. Entering
the security check of our research
centres is similar to army checkpoints in the country’s border
regions.Through this culture, we
are killing the inquisitiveness of our
children. The student should be
allowed to meet the public relations
officer or science communication
officer, who can listen to their concern and accordingly take action.
Many students will be interested in
seeing the instruments or understanding the protocol or troubleshoots of a particular experiment, or wish to meet the scientist.
Without disturbing the research
process, their wish can be execut-

ed by the concerned official.
In many public sector research
institutions, resources like libraries
and instruments are underutilized. Many of these instruments
are outdated as per the current
research standards. Unfortunately,
even today, in many science colleges, students don’t have access to
good quality microscopes, spectrophotometers,centrifuges,electrophoresis, electronic balances
etc. The institutions can either gift
their outdated instruments to
nearby colleges or create a special
instrumentation lab for students
alone and give access to students
from colleges they have signed
an MoU.
The research institutions can
also conduct two open house sessions per month. Regardless of age
or education, anyone should be
allowed to visit the research institutions and see the facilities. The
duties and responsibilities for
coordinating such open houses can
be rotated among the scientists.
Based on the feedback received
from the public, these scientists
can be rewarded in their performance evaluation reports. This
should be made compulsory even
in organizations maintained by
ISRO and DRDO, without compromising national security.
Similarly, all public sector
institutions should compulsorily
organize science summer camps
for school children. The ‘Science
Fusion’ organized by Vigyan
Prasar, an autonomous institute of
DST in New Delhi, is a unique
summer camp model that has
been successfully conducted since
2016. This programme has a flair
for instilling curiosity in young
minds through carefully designed
hands o sessions in different
branches of science, from life sci-

ence to Robotics and has inspired
many young minds.
Rather than scientists visiting
the public, it is always better to
make the public visit the research
institutions. This will make them
realize the hard work and pain our
scientific community is doing for
the sake of the community’s needs.
Otherwise, ordinary people will
not understand why lakhs of
rupees are spent on certain types
of research work. Of course, scientists working in agriculture and
healthcare need to undertake public outreach activities in the community. Unfortunately, many present-day agricultural scientists
don’t have any field experience
except in the experimental plots of
their research station.
The stress given to science
communication, especially in the
promotion of writing science stories by the scientist in various print
and electronic media, is an appreciable decision.
Only if a scientist connects
with society would they be able to
identify problems faced by society.
This will equip them to research
issues having applications to society. Science and society are two
indispensable parts of the same
coin. Only if there is a proper
understanding between the two
science will grow. Every scientist
in the country should develop a
sense of social responsibility, not
through administrative compulsions but through an inherent
attitude. They should understand
that whatever position and status
they enjoy is due to the taxpayer’s
money and owe the public much.
The prescribed guidelines by the
government will work only if our
scientists work with passion and a
sense of responsibility towards
society.
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aving being ‘born’ and
brought up in the Uttar
Pradesh cadre, I had
known about and even visited
the more famous of the two
Bateshwars, the one in UP. It is
a pilgrimage site situated on the
banks of river Yamuna in Agra
district. The place has always
been famous, at least locally, for
multiple reasons - it has been an
important pilgrimage site for
Hindus because of the group of
Shiva temples constructed on
the banks of the river where she
makes a gentle bend.
It is believed that Lord Shiva
himself once rested here under
an ancient Banyan tree, ‘bat vriksha’, and hence the place got its
name. The place is also an
important pilgrimage place for
the Jains as their 22nd
Tirthankara, Lord Neminath is
supposed to have lived nearby.
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(The writer is a serving
IAS officer. The views
expressed are personal.)

However, Bateshwar wouldn’t have been so well connected
in the days when our Prime
minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee
lived here as a young boy and
participated in the Quit India
movement. That association has
made Bateshwar even more
well-known.
I had visited the place on the
day of the annual cattle fair and
on the nearby sprawling and
dusty grounds, hundreds and
thousands of cattle, horses and
even camels were standing to be
bought and sold. Nearby horse
races and cattle races were being
arranged and the entire place
was full of heat, dust, noise and
money exchanges. I have not
seen the famous Sonepur animal
fair of Bihar or the Pushkar animal fair in Rajasthan but the
Bateshwar annual animal fair
was certainly big enough.

However, the last time I visited Bateshwar, Agra, I was told
of another Bateshwar, situated,
as the crow flies, not so far away,
but in Morena district of
Madhya Pradesh. I had never
before heard of this other
Bateshwar or Batesara group of
temples and decided to make an
exploratory trip. Some kilometres away from the district
headquarters of Morena, near a
hill called Padavali, where

stands a famous medieval temple, stands this ‘other’ Bateshwar.
Today except perhaps for the art,
culture and history enthusiasts, this place is not too well
known but more than a millennia ago, it must have been an
important place for the local
Gurjara- Pratihara kings to
have built some hundreds of
small, stone temples here, all
congregated together, around a
rock-cut water tank.

The temples were dedicated to Lord Shiva, Lord Vishnu
as well as to Devi. However,
when Alexander Cunningham,
the legendary and pioneering
British Archaeologist visited
the site sometime in the late
nineteenth century, almost all
the temples were in complete
ruin.
Thus, the situation
remained till around two
decades ago when government
archaeologists from the Bhopal
circle of Archaeology Survey of
India - Dr R. C Agarwal, Mr A
K Sinha and one K.K
Muhammad from distant
Kerala — decided to embark on
an ambitious project to restore
these temples back to their
original form.
And so, the team of archaeologists from the Archaeological
Survey of India started the slow

and painstaking process of
restoration of these temples
one by one. It was an arduous
process which must have been
rather dangerous too as they
were operating in, what was
then the heart of Chambal
Valley dacoit area. But perhaps
with the covert blessings of the
local dacoits, who might also
have been curious to find out
what these archaeologists were
trying to achieve, the project
continued over the years.
Slowly, the temples started
to emerge from the ruins and
the day I visited dozens of such
small stone temples stood
together around an ancient
rock cut water body. One could
see beautifully carved stone lintels showing various Hindu
gods and goddesses, the various
avtaars of Lord Vishnu and the
various avtaars of Maa Durga.

I could even see some local villagers as well as some curious
visitors from beyond, place
their offerings of Marigold and
Hibiscus flowers in the dark
altars of these temples as their
ancestors probably would have
done more than a thousand
years ago.
I wonder if only those
stones could speak out and tell
us in their own voice the stories
of those ancient kings and their
courtiers, of the artisans and
artists, the humble devotees
and pujaris of those ages long
gone by. I wonder if they could
tell the stories of their own
decline and ruin and then again,
their sphinx-like rise in modern
India from the ruins of centuries, what stories and histories
might emerge. Such are the stories strewn all around us if only
we care to listen.
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he House is beginning to
put its stamp on gun legisT
lation in response to mass
shootings in Texas and New
York by 18-year-old assailants
who used semi-automatic rifles
to kill 31 people, including 19
children.
The House Judiciar y
Committee will hold a hearing
on Thursday to advance legislation that would raise the age
limit for purchasing certain
semi-automatic rifles from 18
to 21.
The bill would make it a
federal offense to import, manufacture or possess large-capacity magazines and would create a grant programme to buy
back such magazines. It also

builds on the executive branch's
ban on bump-stock devices
and so-called ghost guns that

are privately made without
serial
numbers.
The
Democratic legislation, called

the Protecting Our Kids Act,
was quickly added to the legislative docket after last week's
school shooting in Uvalde,
Texas. A vote by the full House
could come as early as next
week.
With Republicans nearly in
lockstep in their opposition, the
House action will mostly be
symbolic, serving to put lawmakers on record about gun
control ahead of this year's elections.
The Senate is taking a different course, with a bipartisan
group striving toward a compromise on gun safety legislation that can win enough GOP
support to become law.
Those talks are making
"rapid progress", according to
Sen. Susan Collins of Maine,

one of the Republican negotiators. But Rep. Jerrold Nadler
of New York, the Democratic
chairman of the House
Judiciary Committee, defends
the proposals as popular with
Americans.
He says it's time for
Congress to act. "You say that
it is too soon to take action?
That we are politicising' these
tragedies to enact new policies?" Nadler said in prepared
remarks for Thursday's hearing
obtained by The Associated
Press.
"It has been 23 years since
Columbine. Fifteen years since
Virginia Tech. Ten years since
Sandy Hook. Seven years since
Charleston. Four years since
Parkland and Santa Fe and Tree
of Life Synagogue in

Pittsburgh." He added: "Too
soon? My friends, what the hell
are you waiting for?"Rep. Jim
Jordan of Ohio, the ranking
Republican on the committee,
told Fox News he'll press his
GOP colleagues to oppose the
bill.
"I'm going to do everything
I can to encourage my colleagues to oppose this …
hodgepodge of bills that I don't
think would have made one
difference in tragedies that
we've seen recently," Jordan
said.
Any legislative response to
the Uvalde and Buffalo, New
York, shootings will have to get
through the evenly divided
Senate, where support from at
least 10 Republicans would be
needed to advance the measure

to a final vote. A group of senators has been working behind
the scenes this week in hopes
of finding a consensus.
Ideas under discussion
include expanded background
checks for gun purchases and
incentivising red-flag laws that
allow family members, school
officials and others to go into
court and secure an order
requiring the police to seize
guns from people considered a
threat to themselves or others.
The broader bipartisan
group of almost 10 senators
met again Wednesday - "a very
productive call," said Sen.
Richard Blumenthal, D-Conn.,
in an interview.
"There's a tenor and tone,
as well as real substantive discussion that seems different,"

he said.Blumenthal has been
working with a Republican
member of the group, Sen.
Lindsey Graham of South
Carolina, on a proposal to
send resources to the states for
red-flag laws. He said he was
"excited and encouraged" by
the response from the group.
"It really is time for our
Republican colleagues to put up
or shut up," Blumenthal said.
"We've been down this road
before."President Joe Biden
was asked on Wednesday if he
was confident Congress would
take action on gun legislation.
"I served in Congress for 36
years. I'm never confident,
totally," Biden said. "It depends,
and I don't know. I've not been
in on the negotiations as they're
going on right now."
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resident Joe Biden is leaning towards making a visit
P
to Saudi Arabia - a trip that
would likely bring him face-toface with Saudi crown prince
he once shunned as a killer.
The White House is weighing a visit to Saudi Arabia that
would also include a meeting
of leaders of Gulf Cooperation
Council countries (Bahrain,
Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi
Arabia and United Arab
Emirates) as well as Egypt, Iraq
and Jordan, according to a
person familiar with White
House planning.
The person spoke on the
condition of anonymity to discuss yet-to-be finalized plans.
It comes at a moment when
overriding US strategic interests in oil and security have
pushed administration to
rethink arms-length stance that
Biden pledged to take with
Saudis as a candidate for White
House.
Any meeting between
Biden and de facto Saudi ruler
Prince Mohammed bin Salman
during a Biden visit to Middle
East could offer hope of some
relief for US gasoline consumers, who are wincing as a

squeaky-tight global oil supply
drives up prices. Biden would
be expected to meet with
Prince Mohammed, who is
often referred to by his initials,
MBS - if Saudi visit happens,
according to the person familiar with the deliberations.
Such a meeting could also
ease one of most fraught and
uncertain periods in a partnership between Saudi Arabia,
world's top oil exporter, and the
United States, the world's top
economic and military power,
that has stood for more than
three-quarters of a century.
But it also risks a public
humbling for US leader, who in
2019 pledged to make a "pariah" of Saudi royal family over
2018 killing and dismemberment of US-based journalist
Jamal Khashoggi, a newspaper
critic of many of brutal ways

that Prince Mohammed operates. White House press secretary Karine Jean-Pierre on
Wednesday declined to comment on whether Biden will
travel to Saudi Arabia. Biden is
expected to travel to Europe at
the end of June.
He could tack on a stop in
Saudi Arabia to meet with
Prince Mohammed, Saudi
King Salman and other leaders.
The president would also likely visit Israel should he extend
his upcoming travels to include
Saudi Arabia.
Last week, the
White House confirmed that
NSC Middle East coordinator
Brett McGurk and Amos
Hochstein, a senior adviser
for energy security at the State
Department, were recently in
the region. Secretary of State
Antony Blinken spoke by
phone Monday with his Saudi
counterpart.
McGurk and Hochstein, as
well as Tim Lenderking, the US
special envoy for Yemen, have
repeatedly visited Saudi Arabia
for talks with Saudi officials
about energy supplies, Biden
administration efforts to revive
the Iran nuclear deal and
Saudi's war in Yemen, recently calmed by a cease-fire.
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eorgia's top elections official
was expected to appear on
Thursday before a special grand
jury investigating whether former US President Donald
Trump and others illegally tried
to meddle in the 2020 election
in the state. Secretary of State
Brad Raffensperger was summoned to Fulton County cour-

G

thouse where the special grand
jury has been meeting, according to a subpoena obtained by
The Associated Press through
an open records request.
Other subpoenas seek documents and testimony from
five other people in his office.
Trump directed his ire at
Raffensperger after the fellow
Republican refused to bend to
pressure to overturn the votes

that gave Democrat Joe Biden'
a narrow presidential election
victory
in
Georgia.
Raffensperger defeated a
Trump-endorsed challenger in
the Republican primary as he
seeks reelection.
Fulton County District
Attorney Fani Willis said her
investigation includes looking
into a January 2021 phone call
in which Trump pushed
Raffensperger to "find" votes
needed for him to win
Georgia. Trump has said his
call with Raffensperger was
"perfect" and that he did nothing wrong.
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risis-hit Sri Lanka's Prime
Minister
Ranil
Wickremesinghe, who is also
the finance minister, said on
Thursday that the government
was targeting USD 5 billion this
year for repayments, plus a further USD 1 billion to bolster
the country's reserves.
He also said that the ongoing negotiations with the
International Monetary Fund
(IMF) for a bailout could be
concluded by the end of this
month.
Sri Lanka, which is going
through the worst economic
crisis since its independence
from Britain in 1945, started
talks with the IMF on April 18.
Addressing the representatives from the Joint Trade
Chambers, Wickremesinghe
said on Thursday that debt
restructuring had begun, following the appointment of
financial and legal advisors.
This was a prerequisite for an
IMF programme.
He said that the ongoing
negotiations with the global
lender for a bailout could be
concluded by the end of this
month. Wickremesinghe said
the government was targeting
USD 5 billion this year for

C
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ustralia and China continued their tit-for-tat diploA
matic rivalry in the Pacific on

repayments, plus a further
USD 1 billion to bolster the
country's reserves. He said Sri
Lanka's bridging finance
requirements would depend
on an agreement with the IMF
being reached.
Wickremesinghe said the
talks were continuing with
donor nations and the relations
with Japan, which had been
broken down, would take a
while to repair and regain their
confidence.
On the medicine shortage,
he said that former Maldivian
president Mohamed Nasheed
was leading the international
appeal for urgently needed
medicine supplies.
Indrajith Coomaraswamy,
who is a presidential adviser on
economy, told a seminar on
Thursday that the staff level
agreement with the IMF could
be reached in 4-5 weeks time.

Thursday as the foreign ministers from each country paid
separate visits to island nations.
In Samoa, Australia's
Foreign Minister Penny Wong
announced that her country
would donate a patrol boat to
replace a similar one that was
wrecked after it ran aground
last year.
Meanwhile,
China's
Foreign Minister Wang Yi visited Papua New Guinea to
meet with leaders there on the
penultimate stop of an eightnation regional tour.
Wang had hoped to ink an
ambitious multilateral deal with
10 South Pacific nations this
week covering everything from
security to fisheries. He couldn't find consensus on that deal
but has been notching up
smaller wins by signing bilateral agreements with many of
the countries he's been visiting.
The diplomatic push by
China, especially around
Pacific security, has caused
deep concern among some of

the island nations as well as farther afield in Canberra and
Washington. Since news of the
proposed deal emerged, Wong
has made two trips to the
Pacific to shore up support for
Australia.
In Samoa, Wong met with
Prime Minister Fiame Naomi
Mata'afa.Wong told reporters
that Australia respected the
right of sovereign nations to
make their own security decisions, but said those decisions
"have the potential to affect the
nature of the security arrangements of the region. So having
a collective consideration of
those matters is important".
Fiame said she wanted to
make clear that while Samoa
had signed some bilateral
agreements with China, it hadn't favoured inking the big
multilateral deal - at least not
right away.
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Peshawar: A Pakistani court on
Thursday granted a three-week
pre-arrest bail to ousted prime
minister Imran Khan in 14
cases registered against him in
connection with the arson and
vandalism by his supporters
during the recent Azadi march
organised by his Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) party,
according to media reports.
The Peshawar High Court
(PHC) granted Khan the bail to
the 69-year-old former prime
minister against a surety of Rs
50,000, the Geo News reported. Khan reached out to the
court for protection against his
possible arrest in case he
marches to Islamabad again.
PHC Chief Justice Qaiser
Rasheed accepted the plea.
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cross France, more than
300 people have reported
A
being pricked out of the blue

he powerful 6.1-magnitude
earthquake that jolted
T
China's Sichuan province on
Wednesday has affected over
13,000 people and damaged
five hydropower stations
besides causing extensive damage to many houses, local rescue officials said on Thursday.
Four people were killed
and 41 injured in earthquake
which rattled Lushan county of
Ya'an in Sichuan province on
Wednesday evening. The epicenter, with a depth of 17 kilometres, was monitored at 30.4
degrees north latitude and

102.9 degrees east longitude,
according to China Earthquake
Networks Centre (CENC). The
provincial earthquake administration said that 6.1-magnitude earthquake of Lushan was
an aftershock of a 7.0-magnitude earthquake that hit county in 2013.
Ya'an again was hit by a
third earthquake, whose magnitude was 3.2 on Thursday
morning, according to China
Earthquake Networks Centre,
after being hit by two quakes
on Wednesday. The quakeprone Sichuan province is
located on seismically active
Tibetan Plateau.
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with needles at nightclubs or
concerts in recent months.
Doctors and multiple prosecutors are on the case, but no
one knows who's doing it or
why, and whether the victims
have been injected with drugs
- or indeed any substance at all.
Club owners and police are
trying to raise awareness, and
a rapper even interrupted his
recent show to warn concertgoers about the risk of surprise
needle attacks. It's not just
France: Britain's government is
studying a spate of "needle

spiking" there, and police in
Belgium and the Netherlands
are investigating scattered cases
too. On May 4, 18-year-old
Tomas Laux attended a rap
concert in Lille in northern
France, where he smoked a bit
of marijuana and drank some
alcohol during the show. When
he came home, he told The
Associated Press, he was feeling dizzy and had a headache
- and he spotted a strange little skin puncture on his arm
and a bruise.
The next morning, the
symptoms didn't disappear and
Laux went to his doctor, who
advised him to go to the emergency room. Medics confirmed
evidence of a needle prick,

and Laux was tested for HIV
and hepatitis. His results came
out negative, like other victims'
so far."I've given up going to
concerts since it happened,"
Laux said.Hundreds of kilometres (miles) away, Leanne
Desnos recounted a similar
experience after going to a
club in the southwest city of
Bordeaux in April.
Desnos, also 18, passed
out the next day, and felt dizzy
and had hot flashes while at a
fast food restaurant. When she
got home, she realised she had
an injection mark on her arm.
After having seen testimony on
social media about the mystery
pricks, she went to a clinic to
get tested for infections.
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embers of the French
diplomatic corps are
M
dropping their traditional
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he United Nations' humanitarian relief agency says the
T
number of people displaced
within strife-torn Myanmar
has for the first time exceeded
one million, with well over half
the total losing their homes
after a military takeover last
year.
The UN Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs says in a report that an
already critical situation is
being exacerbated by ongoing
fighting between the military
government and its opponents,
the increasing prices of essential commodities, and the coming of monsoon season, while
funding for its relief efforts is
severely inadequate. Its report
covers the situation up to May
26. The military has hindered

or denied independent access
to areas not under its control,
hampering aid efforts.
Myanmar's army in February
last year seized power from the
elected government of Aung
San Suu Kyi, triggering widespread peaceful protests.
When those were put
down with lethal force by the
army and police, nonviolent
opposition turned into armed
resistance, and the country
slipped into what some UN
experts characterise as a civil
war.
OCHA says that fighting
has recently escalated."The
impact on civilians is worsening daily with frequent indiscriminate attacks and incidents involving explosive hazards, including landmines
and explosive remnants of
war," the report says.

reserve to go on a rare strike
Thursday, angered by a
planned reform they worry
will hurt their careers and
France's standing in the world.
Some ambassadors and
numerous diplomats, in posts
ranging from Tokyo to the
Middle East and Washington,
have said they would honour
the day-long strike. They want
President Emmanuel Macron
to scrap a plan to merge career

diplomats with a larger body of
civil servants, starting in
Januar y.
The
action,
announced by Macron in an
April decree, will reportedly
affect about 800 diplomats.
Opponents claim that's just
the beginning.
"We risk the disappearance of our professional diplomacy," a group of 500 diplomats, wrote in a commentary
published last week in Le
Monde newspaper. "Today,
(diplomatic) agents...Are convinced it is the very existence
of the ministry that is now
being put into question."
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(Afghanistan): Afghanistan's
Taliban rulers have begun a
campaign to eradicate poppy
cultivation, aiming to wipe out
the country's massive production of opium and heroin, even
as farmers fear their livelihoods will be ruined at a time
of growing poverty.
On a recent day in Washir
district in southern Helmand
province, armed Taliban fighters stood guard as a tractor tore
up a field of poppies. The
field's owner stood nearby,
watching. The Taliban, who
took power in Afghanistan

more than nine months ago,
issued an edict in early April
banning poppy cultivation
throughout the country.
Those violating the ban
"will be arrested and tried
according to Sharia laws in relevant courts," the Taliban
deputy interior minister for
counternarcotics, Mullah
Abdul Haq Akhund, told The
Associated Press in Helmand's
provincial capital, Lashkar Gah.
Afghanistan is the world's
biggest opium producer and a
major source for heroin in
Europe and Asia.
AP
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he Ukrainian Orthodox
Church on Wednesday said
T
two monks and a nun have

krainian
President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy said
U
Wednesday that 200,000 chil-

been killed in the shelling of a
historic monastery in eastern
Ukraine.
The church said in a statement that three monks were
also wounded by Monday's
shelling, which heavily damaged the Sviatohirsk monastery
in the Donetsk region. It didn't give further details.
The monastery, located on
the steep right bank of the
Seversky Donets River, is one
of the most important historic
Orthodox monasteries in
Ukraine.
The monastery provided

dren are among the Ukrainians
who have been forcefully taken
to Russia and dispersed across
the vast country.
They include children from
orphanages, children taken
with their parents and those
separated from their families.
"The purpose of this criminal policy is not just to steal
people but to make those who
are deported forget about
Ukraine and unable to return,"
Zelenskyy said in his nightly
video address to the nation on
Wednesday, which was
International Children's Day.

Russian missile hit rail
lines in the western Lviv
A
region, a key conduit for supplies of Western weapons and
other supplies, officials said.
Lviv region Gov. Maksym
Kozytskyy said five people
were wounded in the strike,
adding that more information
would be available Thursday.
Anton Gerashchenko, an
adviser to the country's interior minister, said the Russians
hit the Beskidy railway tunnel
in the Carpathian Mountains in
an apparent effort to cut a key
railway link and disrupt shipments of weapons and fuel.

However, the head of
Ukrainian railways said the
damage to the railroad was still
being assessed but the tunnel

was spared. The strike reportedly delayed three passenger
trains, but all later resumed
their journeys.

shelter to civilians fleeing the
fighting and had previously
been hit by Russian shelling as

the Russian troops were pressing their offensive in Donbas.G
routes, Stock said.

Zelenskyy said Ukraine
would punish those responsible but first it would show
Russia on the battlefield that
"Ukraine cannot be conquered,
that our people will not surrender and our children will
not become the property of the
occupiers."
Zelenskyy said 243 children have been killed so far in
the war, 446 have been
wounded and 139 are missing,
adding that it could be more
as his government doesn't
have a full picture of the situation in areas occupied by
Russian troops.
He then described the
deaths of 11 children, calling
them by their first names and
saying how they were killed.
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ritain pledged on Thursday
to send sophisticated mediB
um-range rocket systems to
Ukraine, joining the United
States and Germany in equipping the embattled nation with
advanced weapons for shooting
down aircraft and knocking out
artillery.
Western arms have been
critical to Ukraine's success in
stymieing Russia's much larger and better-equipped military
during a war now in its 99th
day. But as Russian forces
closed in on a key city in
recent days, the Ukrainian government said its fighters needed better rocket launchers to
prevail.
Russian forces continued to
pound towns and cities
overnight and to tighten their
grip on the eastern city of
Sievierodonetsk. The U.K.
Defense Ministry reported that
Russia had captured most of
the city, one of two in Luhansk
province that had remained
under Ukrainian control.

British Defense Secretary
Ben Wallace said the U.K.
Would send an unspecified
number of M270 launchers,
which can fire precision-guided rockets up to 80 kilometers
(50 miles). Ukrainian troops
will be trained in the U.K. To
use the equipment, he said.
The British government
says the decision to provide the
launchers was coordinated
closely with the U.S.
Government, which said
Wednesday that it would supply High Mobility Artillery
Rocket Systems to Ukraine.
The two missile systems
are similar, though the
American one has wheels while
the British one -- also U.S.-built
-- runs on tracks.
Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy has
pleaded for more and better
weapons and sometimes
accused the West of moving too
slowly in providing them. After
Western-supplied arms helped
Ukraine fend off Russian
attempts to storm the capital,
Moscow shifted its focus to

seizing all of eastern Ukraine's
industrial Donbas region.
Military analysts think
Russia is hoping to overrun the
Donbas before any weapons
that might turn the tide arrive.
It will take at least three weeks
to get the precision U.S.
Weapons and trained troops
onto the battlefield, the
Pentagon said. But Defense
Undersecretary Colin Kahl said
he believes they will arrive in
time to make a difference in the
fight.
Kyiv also is set to get a
diplomatic boost with the formal installation of a new U.S.
Ambassador to Ukraine. U.S.
Ambassador Bridget Brink was
set to hand her credentials to
Zelenskyy on Thursday.
Brink will be Washington's
first ambassador in Kyiv since
former U.S. President Donald
Trump abruptly forced out
Ambassador
Marie
Yovanovitch in 2019. She later
became a key figure in the first
impeachment proceedings
against Trump.
Ahead of her Senate con-

firmation last month, Brink
promised senators she would
work to make Russia's invasion
of Ukraine a "strategic failure."
Her work in Kyiv is expected to
focus on coordinating Western
weapon shipments.
Kremlin
spokesman
Dmitry Peskov said Wednesday
that Moscow does not trust
assurances that Ukraine will
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nger over Russia's invasion
A
of Ukraine turned bloody
in a Brooklyn karaoke bar, with
one Ukrainian patron stabbing
another Ukrainian man in the
face and neck after wrongly
insisting the man was Russian,
authorities said.
Prosecutors are pursuing
hate crime charges because of
his mistaken belief about the
victim's nationality.
Oleg Sulyma, 31, is
accused of slashing a fellow
Ukrainian immigrant with two
broken beer bottles after hearing him speaking Russian and
demanding proof of his ethnicity, including asking him to
say a hard-to-pronounce
Ukrainian word.
"I will show you what a real
Ukrainian is!" Sulyma said just
before attacking, according to
prosecutors.
Sulyma pleaded not guilty
on Wednesday to charges
including attempted murder
and assault as a hate crime in
connection with the April 25
attack, which took place at the
Signature Restaurant and
Falada Lounge in Sheepshead
Bay.

The neighbourhood is
home to many people with ties
to Russia and Ukraine.
Sulyma was released under
supervision following his
arraignment on Wednesday
and ordered to return to court
on August 8. The man he's
accused of stabbing, Andrii
Meleshkov, required 17 stitches to repair his wounds, prosecutors said.
A message seeking comment was left with Sulyma's
lawyer. At a previous court
appearance, lawyer Arthur
Gershfeld described the clash
as a "disputed argument
between people" and said
Sulyma
is the one who "bore the
brunt of it."
Gershfeld
alleged
Meleshkov, 36, and his friends
fought Sulyma, resulting in a
collapsed lung and requiring
multiple stitches to his lip and
eye.
Meleshkov told The New
York Post he took Sulyma to
the ground and sat on him
after Sulyma stabbed him.
Under New York state law,
prosecutors can charge a person with a hate
crime if theres
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he US and Germany have pledged to equip
Ukraine with some of the advanced weapons
T
it has long desired for shooting down aircraft and
knocking out artillery, as Russian forces closed
in on capturing a key city in the east.
Germany on Wednesday said it will supply
Ukraine with up-to-date anti-aircraft missiles
and radar systems, while the US announced it
will provide four sophisticated, medium-range
rocket systems and ammunition.
The US is trying to help Ukraine fend off
the Russians without triggering a wider war in
Europe. The Pentagon said it received assurances
that Ukraine will not fire the new rockets into
Russian territory.

evidence they were motivated
to act because of what they
believed or perceived to be true
about a person's heritage or
background, even if they're
really members of the same
group and those beliefs or
perceptions are incorrect.
According to prosecutors,
Sulyma confronted Meleshkov
and two of his friends around
3.45 am, just before closing
time, because they were speaking Russian.
"You look Russian," he said
according to prosecutors, and
demanded they prove they
were actually Ukrainian. He
continued insisting they
were Russian, even when
they said otherwise.
"We switched to Ukrainian
in order to calm him down, but
it was getting him more and
more agitated and he started
asking us to translate words to
prove that we're Ukrainian,"
Meleshkov told the Post.
Meleshkov told the Post
that Sulyma asked him and his
friends to pronounce the name
of a type of Ukrainian bread,
"Palianytsia", because
Russians typically have

trouble saying it correctly.
According to Meleshkov,
the assailant told him: "If you
get it wrong, I'll have my way
with you."
Sulyma then smashed two
beer bottles against a table, said
"I'm going to cut you", and
used the jagged edges to stab
Meleshkov on the left side of
his neck and the right side of
his face, prosecutors said.
Sulyma continued to hurl
insults at Meleshkov and call
him Russian after police
arrived, prosecutors said.
Meleshkov, a truck driver,
said he was born and raised in
Eastern Ukraine, where many
people speak Russian, and that
his mother is Russian.

not use its new rocket launchers to fire on Russian territory.
"We believe that the U.S. Is
deliberately and diligently

pouring fuel on the fire," he
said.
Russian Foreign Minister

Sergey Lavrov called Ukraine's
repeated push for more
weapons was a "direct provocation intended to draw the
West into the fighting." He
warned that U.S.-supplied multiple rocket launchers would
raise the risk of an expanded
conflict.
Meanwhile, Russian forces
kept up their bombardment of
the Donbas and other parts of
Ukraine while ground troops
made an inching advance in the
east,
A regional governor said
Russian forces now control
80% of Sievierodonetsk, a city
that is key to Moscow's efforts
to complete its capture of the
Donbas. Ukrainian forces and
Russian-backed separatists
have fought in the eastern
region for eight years, and the

separatists held swaths of territory before the Russian invasion.
The only other city in
Luhansk province that the
Russians have not yet captured, Lysychansk, is still fully
under Ukrainian control, he
said, but is likely to be the next
target. The two cities are separated by a river.
Moscow's forces also
stormed the town of
Komyshuvakha in the southeastern Zaporizhzhia region,
large parts of which are under
Russian control, the Ukrainian
General Staff said Thursday.
In the western Lviv region,
a Russian missile hit rail lines
that were a key conduit for
supplies of Western weapons
and other supplies, officials
said.
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Mumbai: As the country’s fiscal policy is moving in sync
with the monetary policy amid
the runaway inflation, the
tightening measures along with
rising subsidies imply that the
consolidated fiscal deficit may
remain elevated at 10.2 per cent
of GDP in FY23, down 20 bps
from FY22, according to a
report.
As per the report, the central deficit is expected to be at
6.7 per cent and states’ at 3.5
per cent in the current fiscal.
The government has
pegged the combined fiscal
shortfall at 9.8 per cent of
which the central deficit is
seen at 6.4 per cent (down from
6.7 per cent in FY22) and
states’ at 3.4 per cent for FY23.
While these measures may
help soften inflationary pressures by about 50 bps over the
coming months, that will not
be enough to bring inflation
within the RBI comfort zone of
4 (+/-2) per cent unless global
commodity prices moderate
significantly, UBS Securities
warned in a note on Thursday.
The brokerage also maintained that CPI averaging 6.57 per cent in FY23 will force the
RBI-MPC to gradually hike the

repo rate to 5.5 per cent by
FY23-end and to 6 per cent by
FY24-end to help contain the
second-round impact of higher input prices on the real
economy, Tanvee Gupta Jain,
UBS Securities chief India
economist said.
She also noted that these
steps imply that the consolidated fiscal deficit will be at an
elevated 10.2 per cent of GDP
of which the Central deficit
may be at 6.7 per cent and the
states’ at 3.5 per cent in FY23
from 10.4 per cent in FY22.
Listing out the reasons for
the elevated deficit, she said
over the past month, the government has announced additional expenditure on food,
fertilisers and cooking gas subsidies; and also lowered the
excise duty on fuel among
other measures.
Another major reason is
the much lower than budgeted
surplus transfer by the RBI,
which alone could widen the
deficit by a heavy 30 bps to 6.7
per cent.
All this will keep government borrowings elevated and
pressure bond yields, which
may scale to 8 per cent by
FY23-end. The key challenge

will be balancing social welfare
spending with optimistic capex
plans, she said.
However, the report estimated that the states will lower
their average deficit to 3.5 per
cent in FY23 from 3.7 per cent
in FY22.
The biggest fiscal threat is
the rising global commodity
prices, which limits the government’s fiscal space, because
if global commodity prices
remain higher for longer, there
is a risk of reallocation of limited fiscal space towards the
provision of a social safety net
to low-income households,
leading to some capex cuts in
H2.
Stating that returning to
higher nominal GDP growth is
the key to debt sustainability,
the report said the country’s
public debt to GDP ratio
remains elevated at 84 per cent
in FY23, which is the highest
among its emerging market
(EM) peers.
However, over 97 per cent
of this public debt is domesticfunded and a significant share
is held by local banks and the
central bank, thus reducing
the risk in a distress
situation.
PTI
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Mumbai:
Benchmarks
bounced back on Thursday
after a two-day fall, with the
Sensex jumping 437 points
amid heavy buying in index
heavyweight
Reliance
Industries and positive trends
from European markets.
The 30-share BSE Sensex
jumped 436.94 points or 0.79
per cent to settle at 55,818.11.
During the day, it gained 510.75
points or 0.92 per cent to
55,891.92.
The broader NSE Nifty
climbed 105.25 points or 0.64
per cent to finish at 16,628.
From the Sensex pack,
Reliance Industries, Bajaj
Finserv, Sun Pharma, HCL
Technologies, TCS, Asian
Paints, Infosys and IndusInd
Bank were among the major
gainers.
In contrast, HDFC,
Hindustan
Unilever,
PowerGrid and HDFC Bank
were among the biggest laggards.
“High-frequency data like
GST collection and PMI have
shown a good start to FY23.
Crude prices have declined
providing an edge to the performance of the Indian market.
“However, a lot will depend

on central bank’s policy in
India and US, which will be
announced in the next two
weeks,” said Vinod Nair, Head
of Research at Geojit Financial
Services.
Elsewhere in Asia, markets
in Tokyo, Hong Kong and
Seoul ended lower, while
Shanghai remained in the
green.
Markets in Europe were
trading with gains during the
afternoon trade.
Stock markets in the US
had ended lower on
Wednesday.
Meanwhile, international
oil benchmark Brent crude
declined 2.21 per cent to USD
113.7 per barrel.
PTI

New Delhi: With fuel prices
remaining unchanged for
almost two months despite a
rise in cost, oil companies have
started detailing under-recoveries or losses, which are as
high as Rs 17.1 per litre on
petrol and Rs 20.4 on diesel.
Oil Minister Hardeep
Singh Puri said fuel retailers
have knocked on the doors of
the government seeking ‘relief ’
but hastened to add that pricing is their decision.
While refusing to comment on reports of private oil
refiners making a killing on
importing Russian crude oil at
deep discounts and exporting
refined petroleum products to
the US, the minister said the
finance ministry was the
appropriate authority to decide
on the levy of a windfall tax on
high gains the oil and gas producers are making due to surge
in international energy
prices.
“All our corporate citizens
have a sense of responsibility,”
he told a news conference
here.”These actions (revision in
fuel prices) are taken by companies.”
Oil firms, he said, do not
come to him for consultations
on revising fuel prices.
Local pump rates are
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New Delhi: The coal ministry
has floated a draft cabinet note
for seeking inter-ministerial
views on the proposal to list 25
per cent shares of Coal India
arm BCCL.
As a part of Coal India
(CIL) restructuring, the government has decided for an initial listing of 25 per cent shares
of Bharat Coking Coal Ltd
(BCCL).
“Draft cabinet note for initial listing of 25 per cent of
shares of... BCCL has been
approved by the Minister of
Coal,” a source said, adding
that”the draft cabinet note in
respect of BCCL has been sent
for IMC consultation.”
A query sent to a Coal
Ministry official on the same,
remained unanswered till the
filing of the story. CIL had last
month said that it is planning
to divest 25 per cent stake in its
unlisted arm BCCL and will go

for the subsequent listing of the
subsidiary on stock exchanges
after obtaining further clearances.
A meeting of the board of
directors to this effect was
held on March 10, 2022, CIL
had said in a regulatory filing.
“As advised by MoC
(Ministry of Coal), CIL Board
in its 438th meeting held on
March 10, 2022 had accorded
its ‘in-principle’ approval to
divest 25 per cent of paid-up
share capital of BCCL held by
CIL and its subsequent listing
on stock exchanges and advised
to forward the proposal to
Ministry of Coal for obtaining
further clearances,” the filing
had said.Stating that the company’s board had given only”in
principle” approval to the proposal, CIL said that only after
getting further clearance from
the government, subsequent
action would be initiated. PTI

New Delhi, Jun 2 (PTI)
The government on Thursday
said the drop in coal imports in
FY’22 was mainly on account
of the power sector’s inbound
shipments declining.
Coal imports that had
touched 248 million tonnes
(MT) in FY’20 dropped continuously during the next two
financial years to 215 MT in
2020-21 and 209 MT in 202122.
“The decline in coal import
during 2021-22 is largely due to
decrease in import by Power
Sector which came down from
45 MT in 2020-21 to 27 MT in
2021-22, decline of almost 40
per cent,” the coal ministry said
in a statement.
“The decline is more steep
if we compare coal imports by
power sector in 2021-22 to preCovid year of 2019-20 when
such import was 69 MT,” the
ministry said.
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New Delhi: Amid reports of
Turkey rejecting an Indian
wheat consignment on quality
concerns, Food Secretary
Sudhanshu Pandey on
Thursday said the government
has sought details from the
Turkish authorities on the matter as the concerned exporter
ITC Ltd has claimed that the
shipment of 60,000 tonnes had
all
the
required
clearances.
Meanwhile, after India
banned wheat exports on May
13, the secretary said five-six
countries have requested for
Indian wheat and the government has formed a committee
to clear the grain for export to
such nations.
“Some decisions have happened,” he added.
He also said retail wheat
prices are showing a declining
trend after the export restrictions were imposed.

Asked about Turkey rejecting the Indian wheat consignment on phytosanitary concerns,
Pandey
told
reporters:”We checked up on
this report. It was ITC and it
met all the requirement of the
quality.” The consignment
had around 60,000 tonnes of
wheat, he said.
ITC, a major wheat
exporter, has informed the
government that it had sold the
wheat to a Geneva-based company, which further sold the
commodity to a Turkish firm.
All financial transactions had
happened, Pandey said.
“Before payment, all local
clearances must have been
done. Quarantine had happened in India also. This is
what the company has told us.
...Their financial transaction...Including Turkish
importer was complete,” he
added.
PTI
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Chennai: AG&P Pratham, the
city-gas distribution arm of
Singapore-based (Atlantic Gulf
and Pacific) AG&P Group has
drawn up plans to set up 11
compressed natural gas (CNG)
stations and provide piped natural gas (PNG) supply in
Ramanathapuram district over
the next eight years.
The company has commenced laying of steel pipeline
in Ramanathapuram and
Keelakarai as it looks to provide
easy access to CNG and PNG
for households, commercial
establishments and industrial
units in this region.
AG&P Pratham would
deliver 11 CNG filling stations
and ensure PNG supply to
41,311 households in the next
eight years, a company statement
said
here
on
Thursday.
PTI
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Mumbai: SBI Research has
projected the Indian economy
to grow at 7.5 per cent in 202223, an upward revision of 20
basis points from its earlier estimate.
As per official data, the
economy grew by 8.7 per cent
in FY22, net adding Rs 11.8
lakh crore in the year to Rs 147
lakh crore, the report said,
adding this was however only
1.5 per cent higher than the
pre-pandemic year of FY20.
“Given the high inflation
and the subsequent upcoming
rate hikes, we believe that real
GDP will incrementally
increase by Rs 11.1 lakh crore
in FY23. This still translates
into a real GDP growth of 7.5

per cent for FY23, up by 20
basis points over our previous
forecast,” SBI chief economist
Soumyakanti Ghosh said in a
note on Thursday.
Nominal GDP expanded
by Rs 38.6 lakh crore to Rs 237
lakh crore, or 19.5 per cent
annualised. In FY23 also, as
inflation remains elevated in
the first half, nominal GDP will
grow 16.1 per cent to Rs 275

lakh crore, he said.
The report basis its optimism on the rising corporate
revenue and profit and the
growing bank credit coupled
with ample liquidity in the
system.
On rising corporate
growth, the report notes that in
FY22, around 2,000 listed
companies reported 29 per
cent top line growth and 52 per
cent jump in net profit over the
previous year.
Construction sectors
including cement, steel, etc
reported impressive growth in
both revenue as well as net
income with 45 per cent and 53
per cent, rise respectively in
revenue.
PTI

This is despite the fact that
total thermal power generation
in the country increased to
1,115 billion units (BU) in
2021-22 from 1,032 BU in
2020-21, an increase of almost
8 per cent.
Despite steep rise in actual demand of coal from 956
MT in 2019-20 to 1,027 MT in
2021-22, imports of the dry fuel
have not increased.
Coal imports grew at a
compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 22.86 per cent during the period 2009-10 to 201314. At this CAGR, coal imports
would have reached 705 MT in
2020-21 and further to 866 MT
in 2021-22.
The import of coal could
be checked only by sustaining
increased domestic supply over
the years, it added. The country’s coal output increased to
777 MT in 2021-22 over 716
MT in 2020-21.
PTI

New Delhi: In line with the
goal of PM Gati Shakti, the coal
ministry on Thursday said it
has undertaken 13 rail projects
to develop multimodal connectivity and identified missing
infrastructure gaps for each
project.
Four railway projects are
successfully mapped in the
National Master Plan (NMP)
portal under high impact projects which will be developed
in Jharkhand and Odisha.
These will enable movement of
coal with rapid logistics and
wider connectivity for all the
commercial miners, the ministry said in a statement.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi launched the Gati ShaktiNation Master Plan for infrastructure development in
October last year with the
objective of bringing different
ministries together and for
integrated planning and coordinated implementation of
infrastructure connectivity pro-
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jects. It will incorporate the
infrastructure schemes of various ministries and state governments and will also leverage
technology extensively, including spatial planning tools.
For cleaner environment in
coal transportation, the Centre
has given momentum to rail
evacuation and is also initiating new efforts to gradually
move away from road movement of coal in country.
Planned construction of
new broad gauge rail lines in
greenfield coal bearing areas,
extending the rail links to
newer loading points and doubling and tripling the rail lines
in some cases will enhance rail
capacity considerably, it
added.
PTI

benchmarked to around USD
85 per barrel crude oil price
while Brent is currently trading
at USD 113. This has resulted
in a gap between cost and selling price, referred to as underrecovery or loss. As of June 2,
the industry was losing Rs
17.1 a litre on petrol and Rs
20.4 on diesel.
“They (oil companies) are
talking under-recoveries. They
are talking about that. As I said,
they are responsible corporate
citizens and they will take
whatever decision they have to,”
Puri said.”Yes they come to us,

it is an open secret. They come
to us and say we need relief
here, we need relief there but
ultimately it (pricing) is their
decision.” He did not elaborate
on the relief that oil firms
have sought.
Despite a surge in oil
prices, state-owned Indian Oil
Corporation (IOC), Hindustan
Petroleum Corporation Ltd
(HPCL) and Bharat Petroleum
Corporation Ltd (BPCL) first
froze petrol and diesel rates for
a record 137 days beginning in
early November 2021 when five
states including Uttar Pradesh.
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New Delhi: Leading cement
manufacturer UltraTech
Cement Ltd on Thursday
announced to invest Rs 12,886
crore (around USD 1.65 billion) to add 22.6 MTPA capacity in its total production, with
a mix of brownfield and greenfield expansion.
The board of the Aditya
Birla Group firm in a meeting
held on Thursday approved the
expansion plans, said an
UltraTech Cement in a regulatory filing.”The Board of
Directors at its meeting held
today approved capex of Rs
12,886 crores towards increasing capacity by 22.6 MTPA
with a mix of brownfield and
greenfield expansion,” it added.
The investment, which will
cater to the”future growth” of
the company, will be funded
through a mix of debt and
internal accruals, UltraTech

New Delhi: Capital markets
regulator Sebi on Thursday said
Principal Mutual Fund (PMF)
now ceases to exist as a mutual
fund. This comes after Asset
Management Private Limited
(Principal AMC) had informed
Sebi that it wanted to surrender
the registration granted to PMF
by the regulator. Following this,
Sebi accepted the request for
surrender of certificate of registration of PMF.
“Consequently, PMF ceases
to exist as a mutual fund with
effect from June 2, 2022,” the
Securities and Exchange Board
of India (Sebi) said in a statement. It further said PMF will
continue to be liable for all liabilities, including monetary
penalties, violations, if any, of the
provisions of Sebi Act and mutual fund rules that have taken
place before its surrender of certificate of registration.
PTI

said.” This would be achieved
by setting up integrated and
grinding units as well as bulk
terminals. The additional
capacity will be created across
the country,” it noted.
Commercial production
from these new capacities is
expected to go on stream in a
phased manner by FY25,
according to UltraTech.
At present, UltraTech’s production capacity is 119.95
Metric Tonnes Per Annum
(MTPA) and after the completion of the sanctioned expansion along with the current
expansion programmes, which
are estimated to be completed
by FY23, it would go up to
159.25 MTPA.
PTI

Finance Corporation Ltd
(PFC), the leading NBFC
in power sector has successfully listed its maiden
300 Mn 1.841 % Euro
green
bonds
on
Luxembourg
Stock
Exchange, which is the
largest green bond listing
platform. The listing has
been done under the cooperation agreement signed
between India INX &
Luxembourg Stock Exchange,
which encompasses areas of
mutual interest in Green bonds
and ESG space.
R.S. Dhillon, Chairman
and Managing Director of PFC,
rang the bell at the listing ceremony held in GIFT IFSC
Gujarat on 1st June 2022 for
PFC's dual listed Euro Bond on
Luxembourg Stock Exchange.
The Euro Bond has been dual
listed. The listing ceremony was

attended by Injeti Srinivas,
IFSCA Chairman, Peggy
Frantzen, Ambassador of the
grand Duchy of Luxembourg,
Arnauld Delestienne, Director
International Capital Market &
Member of the Executive
Committee, Luxembourg Stock
Exchange,
V
Balasubramaniam- Managing
Director & CEO- India INX, in
addition to other senior officials from IFSCA, PFC, India
INX and Luxembourg Stock
Exchange.
PNS
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New Delhi: Gold in the
national capital on Thursday
jumped Rs 434 to Rs 50,887 per
10 grams, supported by rally in
the yellow metal prices in the
international markets along
with rupee depreciation,
according to HDFC securities. In the previous trade, the
precious metal finished at Rs
50,453 per 10 grams.
Silver also rallied by Rs 918
to Rs 61,776 per kg from Rs
60,858 per kg in the previous
trade.
The rupee depreciated by
10 paise to close at 77.60 (provisional) against the US dollar
on Thursday. In the international market, gold was trading
higher at USD 1,852 per ounce

and silver also traded marginally up at USD 22 per ounce.
“Gold prices traded firm
with spot gold prices at
COMEX trading 0.32 per cent
up at USD 1,852 per ounce on
Thursday. Gold prices traded
up witnessing recovery on
weaker dollar,” said Tapan Patel,
Senior Analyst (Commodities)
at HDFC securities.
PTI

Mumbai: The rupee depreciated by 10 paise to close at
77.60 (provisional) against the
US dollar on Thursday, even as
oil prices eased and domestic
equities settled on a positive
note.
At the interbank foreign
exchange market, the rupee
consolidated in a narrow range.
It opened lower at 77.61 against
the greenback and finally settled at 77.60, down 10 paise
over its previous close.
During the session, the
rupee touched an intra-day
low of 77.63 and a high of
77.54. On Wednesday, the
rupee had recovered from its
record low to close 21 paise

higher at 77.50.
The dollar index, which
gauges the greenback’s strength
against a basket of six currencies, was trading 0.25 per cent
lower at 102.24.
Global oil benchmark
Brent crude futures fell 2.27 per
cent to USD 113.65 per barrel.
“Rupee continued to trade
in a narrow range and volatility remained low despite mar-

ginal gains in domestic equities.
Dollar rose against its major
crosses after manufacturing
PMI came in better-than-estimate,” said Gaurang Somaiya,
Forex & Bullion Analyst,
Motilal Oswal Financial
Services.
Somaiya further said”we
expect the USD-INR to trade
sideways and quote in the
range of 77.20 and 77.80.”
On the domestic equity
market front, the 30-share BSE
Sensex ended 436.94 points or
0.79 per cent higher at
55,818.11, while the broader
NSE Nifty advanced 105.25
points or 0.64 per cent to
16,628.00.
PTI
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arin Cilic and Casper Ruud
moved into the French
Open semi-finals for the
first time on Wednesday courtesy of
two big-hitting displays which overwhelmed their opponents.
Cilic fired 33 aces and 88 winners
past seventh-seeded Andrey Rublev
in a 5-7, 6-3, 6-4, 3-6, 7-6 (10/2) win.
Eighth seed Ruud booked a clash
against the 33-year-old Croat when
he became the first Norwegian man
to reach a Grand Slam semi-final with
a 6-1, 4-6, 7-6 (7/2), 6-3 victory over
Danish teenager Holger Rune.
Cilic, the 2014 US Open champion, needed four hours and 10
minutes to defeat Rublev who has
now lost all of his five quarter-final
appearances at the Slams.
The 20th seeded Cilic becomes
only the fifth active men's player after
Novak Djokovic, Rafael Nadal, Roger
Federer and Andy Murray to make
the semi-finals at all four majors.
"The fifth set was an incredible
battle," said Cilic who is in his first
Grand Slam semi-final in four years.
"Andrey played so well. Today
was my day. He just didn't have the
luck." Rublev grabbed the first set but
wilted under a Cilic barrage over the
next two.
The Croat had stunned world
number two Daniil Medvedev in the
fourth round and he rediscovered that
free-swinging assault to level the contest with a 17th ace on a fifth set point.
He pocketed the third with a lone
break in the seventh game.
Rublev, who had lost to Cilic at
the Australian Open in January, battled back with a crucial break in the
eighth game of the fourth set.
Cilic, the 2017 Wimbledon and
2018 Australian Open runner-up to
Federer, had a match point saved in
the ninth game of the decider but
swept through the super tiebreaker.
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ndia's Rohan Bopanna and his
Dutch
partner
Matwé
IMiddelkoop
saved two match
points but their dream run at the
French Open ended with a semifinal defeat at the hands of Marcelo
Arevalo and Jean-Julien Rojer, here
on Thursday.
The 16th seeds, Bopanna and
Middelkoop, who have played some
exhilarating tennis throughout, lost
6-4, 3-6, 6-7 (8-10) to the 12th seeded pair from El Salvador and the
Netherlands in the men's doubles
match that lasted two hours and
seven minutes.
No Indian has played in a
Grand Slam men's doubles final
since Leander Paes' 2013 US Open
triumph and Bopanna was bidding
to become the first Indian in nine
years to achieve the feat.
The first and last time Bopanna
featured in a Grand Slam final was
in 2010 with Pakistani partner
Aisam-ul-haq Quereshi, losing the
title clash to legendary Bryan broth-
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ga Swiatek booked her place in a second French Open
final on Thursday as the world number one outclassed
IRussian
Daria Kasatkina to extend her unbeaten streak
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"He was serving very well," said
Rublev.
"I relaxed after the first set but
then I wasn't thinking.
"I could not manage the emotions
in the previous quarter-finals. Today
I was close to the semi-final."
Rune, ranked 40, had knocked
out fourth seed and 2021 runner-up
Stefanos Tsitsipas in the fourth round.
The 19-year-old was bidding to
become the first Danish man to reach

ers — Bob and Mike.
Rojer's first serve accuracy was
a huge factor in the outcome of the
match.
While serving for the opening
set, Middelkoop was down by two
break chances but saved both to
make it deuce.
The Dutch player then fired an
ace to get to advantage point and
Bopanna sealed the set with a
backhand volley winner.
Bopanna sent forehand on net
at 30-all to face a break point but
served big to save that. The Indian's
second serve was attacked again in
the sixth game that resulted in him
facing another break chance but

saved that too.
He sealed that game with a
stunning cross-court forehand winner that passed Rojer, who was
standing in the middle of the court.
The Indo-Dutch pair too
earned a break chance when
Bopanna found a service return
winner off Rojer but their opponents saved it. The 12th seeds
though did not miss the crucial
chance in the eight game as they
broke Middelkoop for a 5-3 lead.
Arevalo served out the set at
love to force a decider.
There was no break of serve in
the deciding set and Super tiebreaker was required to decide the
winner.
Bopanna and Middelkoop fell
behind 2-5 with the Indian making
three errors — first an overhead
smash, a forehand return error and
then a backhand return.
Bopanna and Middelkoop
logged four straight points from 27 to make it a close affair and even
saved two match points but Arevalo
converted the third.

the last-four in Paris and first at any
Slam since Jan Leschly at the 1967 US
Championships.
However, Ruud overpowered the
youngster, firing 13 aces and 55
winners while Rune had to fight off
12 of 17 break points carved out by
the Norwegian.

"I started the match well, but
Holger raised his level of play, he came
back and it was tough until the end,"
said Ruud after beating the Dane for
the fourth time in four meetings.
"I had met him three times and
he is improving. He has become
unpredictable, he isn't afraid of any-

thing and will be dangerous for the
next few years," added Ruud who had
never passed the round of 16 in a
Grand Slam before this French Open.
Friday's other semi-final will see
13-time champion Rafael Nadal take
on Alex Zverev after his epic quarterfinal win over Novak Djokovic.

to 34 matches.
The 2020 Roland Garros champion cruised to a
dominant 6-2, 6-1 semi-final victory after just 64 minutes on Court Philippe Chatrier.
Swiatek will equal Venus Williams' record for the
longest women's winning run since 2000 if she beats
either Coco Gauff or Martina Trevisan in Saturday's
final.
"I'm so grateful. It's easier to play matches with this
kind of support," Swiatek, who won 10 of the last 11
games, said in her on-court interview.
"It's surprising this week how much they're supporting me.
"I try to treat every match in the same way because
when I think about how it's the biggest match of the
season so far, it stresses me out."
It will be the 21-year-old's second Grand Slam final,
as she looks to win a sixth consecutive WTA title.
The Polish star has stormed up the rankings this
season, moving from world number seven to the summit during her remarkable run.

Swiatek hammered 22 winners past her opponent
and she has still lost only one set in the tournament,
against Zheng Qinwen in the fourth round.
Kasatkina won her first clash with Swiatek on the
Eastbourne grass last year, but has lost all four of their
meetings in 2022 in straight sets, without winning more
than five games in a match.
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Gurpreet told the AIFF website.
"Obviously, they have also
been preparing for these three
matches, and it's understandable
that they have done their homework much like us.
"We can't take anyone lightly not at this stage because the
stakes are high. Even as much as
we need to respect the teams we
play, we need to be ruthless in
our approach."
After kicking off their campaign against Cambodia, India
next take on Afghanistan (June
11) and Hong Kong (June 14).
Eleven spots are up for
grabs from the third and final
round of the 2023 Asian Cup
qualifiers which will be competed by 24 teams split into six
groups in different venues of the
continent.

goalkeeper Gurpreet
Itondia
Singh Sandhu does not want
belittle the lower-ranked

Panghal, Thapa secure place
in Indian team for CWG
?C8Q ?0C80;0

orld
championship
medallists Amit Panghal
W
and Shiva Thapa claimed berths
in the Indian boxing team for
the upcoming Commonwealth
Games after emerging victorious
in the trials, held here on
Thursday.
While Panghal, the 2019
world championship Silver
medallist, secured his place in
the 51kg division, Thapa
clinched the 63.5kg spot in the
trials held at the Netaji Subhas
National Institute of Sports.
The other six boxers who
made their way into the Indian
team include 2018 Bronze
medallist
Mohammad
Hussamuddin (57kg), Rohit
Tokas (67kg), reigning national
champion Sumit (75kg), Ashish
Kumar (80kg), Sanjeet (92kg)
and Sagar (92kg+)
The CWG is set to be held
in Birmingham from July 28 to
August 8.
Panghal defeated fellow
Services boxer Deepak 4-1 via a
split decision. He will be aiming
to improve upon his performance from the last edition in
Gold Coast, where he won a
Silver medal.
After being crowned the
Asian champion and winning an
unprecedented Silver at the
world championships in 2019,
Panghal had a disappointing
Tokyo Olympics last year, where
he was knocked out in the prequarterfinals.

He will be eager to redeem
himself at the big-ticket event.
The 2015 world championship Bronze medallist Thapa,
who was last week elected as a
member of the IBA Athletes
Committee, on the other hand,
out-punched 2018 CWG Silver
medallist Manish Kaushik 5-0 to
seal his spot in the quadrennial
event.
A two-time Olympian,
Thapa had missed out on the
Tokyo Olympics as Kaushik
had secured the 63kg category
quota. He had competed at the
world championships last year
but exited the tournament after
a quarterfinal defeat.
In the 57kg category,
Hussamuddin prevailed over
2019 Asian Championship Silver
medallist Kavinder Singh Bisht
4-1, while Railways' Rohit eked
out a close 3-2 win over Aditya
Pratap Yadav of UP in the welterweight division.
Sumit, Ashish, Sanjeet and
Sagar all dominated their bouts
as they won by an identical 5-0
margin.
India had finished second in
the 2018 edition of the Games,
returning with a haul of nine
medals, including three Golds
and as many Silvers and Bronze.
The women's trials for the
Games will be held next week.
Men's Team: Amit Panghal
(51kg), Mohd Hussamuddin
(57kg), Shiva Thapa (63.5kg)
Rohit Tokas (67kg), Sumit
(75kg), Ashish Kumar (80kg),
Sanjeet (92kg) & Sagar (92kg+).

opponents in the upcoming
final round of the Asian Cup
qualifiers and said the hosts have
to be "respectful as well as ruthless" when they kick off their
campaign on June 8.
Clubbed with lower-ranked
opponents in Hong Kong (147),
Afghanistan (150) and
Cambodia (171), world number
106 India are the favourites to
make the cut for the 2023 Asian
Cup main tournament from
group D.
"Every draw in modern-day
football is a tricky one. We
need to be respectful towards
our opponents," the 30-year-old

Six group toppers and five
best runners-up will make the
cut. "We need to make sure we
go out there to get the result. I
believe we should be the one
team that earns a ticket to the
AFC Asian Cup 2023 from this
group," Gurpreet said.
"It is that place where we
want to be again and again, and
every four years. It's a stepping
stone for us. If we do well in the
Asian Cup, there are more
chances of us doing better at the
World Cup Qualifiers," he said
about the significance of the
tournament.
Sunil Chhetri and Co, who
were eliminated in the group
stage of the 2019 Asian Cup, will
have a chance to qualify for the
2023 edition of the continental
showpiece from group D.
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ndian shooter Swapnil Kusale
won a Silver medal in the
Imen's
50m rifle 3 positions (3P)
event at the ISSF World Cup in
Baku, Azerbaijan on Thursday,
giving the country its second
medal of the competition.
The 26-year-old Swapnil
went down 10-16 to Rio
Olympics Silver winner Serhiy
Kulish of Ukraine in the Gold
medal match. This was
Swapnil's first individual ISSF
World Cup stage medal.
The 12-member Indian
rifle squad now has one Gold
and one Silver, moving up to
fifth on the medal table from
overnight ninth.
Swapnil played a tremendous 3P match over two days
of intense competition in a
world class field.
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kraine are one game away
from qualifying for the World
U
Cup after beating Scotland 3-1 in
a play-off semi-final in Glasgow on
Wednesday in their first competitive match since the country was
invaded by Russia.
Andriy Yarmolenko, Roman
Yaremchuk and Artem Dovbyk
scored the goals for Ukraine to set
up a play-off final away to Wales on
Sunday for a place in Qatar later
this year.
The match had been moved
from March, just weeks after the
war began, to give Ukraine the
chance to fulfil the fixture.
Six of the starting line-up for
the visitors are still contracted to
0?Q ;>=3>=

ionel Messi stole the show as Copa
L
America holders Argentina powered to a 3-0 win against European
champions Italy in the Finalissima at
Wembley on Wednesday.
Inspired by the peerless Messi,
Argentina raced into a two-goal lead

in the first half of the prestigious friendly thanks to strikes from Lautaro
Martinez and Angel Di Maria.
Paulo Dybala capped Argentina's
rout, but after a disappointing season
with Paris Saint-Germain by his skyhigh standards, it was the sight of Messi
back to his imperious best that took the
spotlight.

The 34-year-old's eye-catching
display featured two assists and was
worthy of his rare appearance at one
of football's great cathedrals.
It was another memorable moment
for Argentina, who have qualified for
this year's World Cup as they extend
the golden afterglow from the victory
over Brazil that ended their 28-year

wait to win the Copa America in 2021.
Argentina were already established as one of the leading contenders to win the World Cup and
defeating Italy was another statement
of intent from La Albiceleste, who are
now unbeaten in 32 matches.
For Italy, it was a disappointing
return to Wembley 11 months after

Ukrainian clubs and had not
played competitively for months.
But they showed no signs of
rust or letting the expectation of a
nation weigh heavily on their
shoulders.
they beat England on penalties in the
Euro 2020 final.
Roberto Mancini's team have gone
into a steep decline since that memorable triumph.
They failed to qualify for the
World Cup after suffering a humiliating loss to North Macedonia in their
play-off semi-final.
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ut-of-favour India batter
Ajinkya Rahane said it
would take at least six to
eight weeks to recover fully
from the hamstring injury he had sustained while playing for Kolkata
Knight Riders in this year's Indian
Premier League.
Rahane had sustained the injury
in KKR's second last game and was
subsequently ruled out of the remainder of the tournament.
"That (injury) was really unfortunate. But my rehab is going really
well. I am recovering really well. I was
in Bangalore (at the NCA) for nearly 10 days and I am going there again
for my rehab and recovery. It's been
on track," Rahane told PTI.
"So right now my only focus is on
getting better. Get fit as soon as possible and be on the field. I am not sure
(when) I will be able to get (fully) fit,
it is expected to be around 6-8 weeks
but at this moment it is about taking
one day at a time, one week at a time,"
added the elegant right-handed batter.

O

Rahane was speaking after the
trailer launch of web-series 'Bandon
Mein Tha Dum' to be streamed on

'Voot Select', based on India's 202021 Test series triumph in Australia.
India won the series 2-1 after losing

the first Test in Adelaide.
Turning out for KKR, Rahane
scored 133 runs from seven match-

es in the just-concluded IPL, but the
Mumbaikar termed his experience as
a "good one".
"My experience with KKR was
really good. I really enjoyed playing
for KKR and the atmosphere there
was really good. It is kind of a family atmosphere. We enjoyed each
other's success on and off the field but
unfortunately we couldn't qualify for
the play-offs," he added.
"They (KKR team management)
gave me a lot of freedom to play my
game and I thought it was something
special. Playing under (then KKR
head coach) Brendon McCullum, I
learnt a lot."
Rahane, who scored a matchwinning 112 in the 2020 Melbourne
Test that scripted the turnaround for
India, said it was a "special" knock.
"Definitely that hundred (in
Melbourne) was really special and I
think that is one of my best hundreds
so far overseas and also in Test
cricket. "Considering what happened
in Adelaide, 36 all out, losing the Test
match and then going to Melbourne
with a different mindset and getting
a hundred there and winning the Test
was more special.
"My hundred was special because
we won the Test match there and
from there we got the momentum
and eventually went on to win the
series," he signed off.
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batter Cheteshwar Pujara said that the
body blows that he endured during the final Test
Iofndian
the Border-Gavaskar Trophy at Gabba last year
motivated him to do better and his focus was to
earn a victory or a draw despite the pain.
"I think it (body blows) motivated me to do
better. Yes, I was in a bit of pain during the first
two blows. When I was stuck 2-3 times more at
the same spot, the pain was more. At one point I
was hit in my fingers, it was unbearable. It was
unbearable. I had a chat with physio and he asked
If I want to take painkillers. I refused because I
do not take medicines during the game because
it disturbs my concentration sometimes," told
Pujara to ANI. So I just told myself that I am being
hit on my body, but my focus was to draw the game
or win it for my country. My focus was to ensure

that we do not lose too many wickets during the
first two sessions, during the final day of the game,"
he added. "We (Pant and Pujara) were under pressure and we had to make sure we do not lose too
many wickets at that stage and have a few more
runs at the board to make pressure on the bowlers.

When you are chasing 400-plus, it is not easy. What
we tried was to build a partnership and think of
things we could control, which was to play one
session at a time, one hour at a time," he said.
Pujara said that he was playing his own game
and trying to go for his shots after getting settled
and Pant was playing his natural aggressive game.
"So it was an important partnership between us,
followed by what Ashwin and Vihari did to save
the game for us," he added.
On being asked whether the way Pant batted
tempted him to play more aggressively, Pujara said,
"Not really. One has to stick to their individual
strengths. I can't do what Pant does. He cannot
do what I do. We have to stick to our strengths.
I did the same. I have enough experience of playing on the Australian soil luckily so that experience helped me and I kept doing what I could do,
what I felt was the best for my team."
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outh African team reached
Sfive-match
Delhi on Thursday morning for
T20I series against
India.
The series in the shortest format of the game between both
teams will start on June 9 at Arun
Jaitley Stadium in New Delhi. KL
Rahul is India's captain for this
series and wicket-keeper batter
Rishabh Pant is vice-captain for the
hosts.
Rohit Sharma and Virat Kohli
are rested for the T20I series.
Dinesh Karthik, Kuldeep Yadav
and Hardik Pandya are making
their comeback after a stupendous
show in IPL 2022. Umran Malik
and Arshdeep Singh get a maiden
India call-up.
The proteas team is being led
by Temba Bavuma. Proteas will
start their practice on June 3
although the team has to go
through RT-PCR tests on a daily

basis. While players of Team India
will start arriving in the capital on
June 5. The players who were in the
qualifying stage of the IPL 2022 will
join the squad later.
In January, India had a tour of
South Africa for three-match ODI
series in which the visitors suffered
a clean sweep. This time Team
India will look forward to winning
the series at home to be even with
the guests.
India and South Africa have
faced each other in 15 T20Is. Out
of these 15 games, India has won
9 whereas South Africa has come
out victorious on 6 occasions.
South Africa's squad: Temba
Bavuma (captain), Quinton de
Kock, Reeza Hendricks, Heinrich
Klaasen, Keshav Maharaj, Aiden
Markram, David Miller, Lungi
Ngidi, Anrich Nortje, Wayne
Parnell, Dwaine Pretorius, Kagiso
Rabada, Tabraiz Shamsi, Tristan
Stubbs, Rassie van der Dussen, and
Marco Jansen.
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ngland great James Anderson
E
marked his return to international cricket in dramatic style with two

Indian domestic players can walk
into SA’s side any day: Luus
?C8 Q 3D1;8=

domestic players have
benefitted immensely from
Ithendian
Women's T20 Challenge
and they can "walk into the SA
side any day", believes Proteas
captain Sune Luus.
The 26-year-old played,
who won the Women's T20
Challenge last month with
Supernovas respectively, said it
was "a massive opportunity and
an awesome learning curve."
"The IPL was a bit of a better standard. They are fanatics of
cricket. They absolutely love it.
And even the domestic players
can walk into the South African
side any day. The standards
were a bit different but overall it
was good cricket," added Luus.
The BCCI is planning to
start the women's IPL by 2023
and the inaugural edition is
expected to have five or six
teams. Batting for the expansion

of T20 franchise cricket, Luus
said: "It's an opportunity for
some of the domestic players
within countries to play with
international players from
around the world and obviously gain experience and learn
from them.
"It's important to have T20
leagues across the world to get
to know different players and
play in different conditions."
Luus also acknowledges that
more franchise leagues will
mean int’l cricket may suffer. "It's
just a case of finding the balance
with international cricket and
finding the time to get enough
int’l cricket in the calendar.
"It's a very difficult thing
because we have ICC points up
for grabs, we have a Test match
coming up which is quite new
for a lot of the players and inbetween that we have to focus on
T20 cricket for the CWG," she
said.

early wickets as New Zealand collapsed to 12 for four in just under
an hour's play on Thursday's opening day of the first Test at Lord's.
England's first match since allrounder Ben Stokes took over as Test
captain and Brendon McCullum, the
former New Zealand skipper,
became their red-ball coach, could
hardly have got off to a better start
at the 'Home of Cricket'.
Anderson and Stuart Broad,
England's two most successful Test
bowlers of all time, with 1,177 wickets between them ahead of the first
of a three-match against New
Zealand, had both been controversially left out of the squad that suf-

fered a series loss in the Caribbean
earlier this year.
But after New Zealand captain
Kane Williamson won the toss and
batted, the 39-year-old Anderson
was soon back in a familiar groove
as he struck twice to leave the
reigning World Test champions two
for two with the help of third slip
Jonny Bairstow.
Will Young lasted just two balls
as he edged the 39-year-old
Anderson, with Bairstow -- who has
spent much of his England career as
a wicketkeeper -- taking a brilliant
one-handed catch low to his left as
he dived in front of second slip.
Tom Latham also fell for one to
the same duo, with Bairstow holding on at the second attempt.
Stokes, renowned as an aggressive all-rounder, stayed true to his
attacking instincts by deploying five

slips and a gully early on after losing the toss. New Zealand's Devon
Conway had made a double centu-
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ayern Munich winger Serge
Gnabry on Thursday said he
B
hopes the Bundesliga champions
quickly settle the matter of wantaway striker Robert Lewandowski
which rumbles on amid reports
Barcelona are eager to sign the
Poland star.
"It's a bit of a shame how it's
always going back and forth,"
Gnabry said with the Germany
team while preparing to face Italy
in the Nations League this Saturday
in Bologna.
"As a teammate and part of the
club, I hope there will be a peaceful solution."
Lewandowski caused a stir on
Monday by insisting "my Bayern
Munich story has come to an end"

while on duty with Poland.
The 33-year-old scored 35
goals in the Bundesliga last season
to help Bayern win a tenth straight
German league title, but made it
clear he wants to leave after eight
years in Munich.
Senior club bosses have repeatedly said Lewandowski will be
held to his Bayern contract, but
Barcelona reportedly want to
sign him on a three-year
deal. Bayern star Thomas
Mueller has also waded
into the debate, telling
magazine Kicker that
"'Lewy' has a valid contract and I would like
my long-term forward
partner to stay".
"Of course, the (football) business is such that things can
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eymar scored two calmly taken
penalties as Brazil fired a World
N
Cup warning with a 5-1 thrashing of
South Korea in Seoul on Thursday.
The Paris Saint-Germain forward
scored his 72nd and 73rd goals for his
country to close on Pele's record of 77
for Brazil.
Neymar also upstaged South
Korean captain Son Heung-min, the
joint Premier League Golden Boot
winner, who was kept quiet by a rampant Brazil at a packed Seoul World Cup
Stadium.
Neymar's status for the match had
been up in the air after he suffered a
right foot injury during training on
Wednesday, but he was the star of the
show on a night when Richarlison,
Philippe Coutinho and Gabriel Jesus all

ry at Lord's in his Test debut last
year.
But he was powerless to stop the

slide on Thursday as he too was
caught by Bairstow, off Broad this
time, for three.
Jack Leach had to leave the
field after some 30 minutes play after
landing on his head and neck when
preventing a boundary.
The left-arm spinner was
replaced by Harry Brook.
But that was the one setback
England suffered in the first hour's
play as debutant Matthew Potts
took his first wicket with only his
fifth ball in Test cricket.
The Durham quick claimed the
prize scalp of star batsman
Williamson for just two, with wicketkeeper Ben Foakes holding a good
low catch off the edge.
England, with just one win in
their last 17 Tests, had now reduced
New Zealand to a scarcely credible
12 for four.

scored.
Brazil, ranked number one in the
FIFA rankings, fielded a strong side and
looked dangerous almost from the
opening seconds with a header by
Thiago Silva wiped out by on an offside
call.
Brazil took advantage of poor South
Korean defending to take the lead on
seven minutes.
Bordeaux forward Hwang Ui-jo levelled the score for the hosts on the halfhour mark, turning and firing it in off
the left post.
But that goal came against the run
of play and Brazil went ahead again on
42 minutes.
Neymar scored his second penalty
on 57 minutes, once again rolling the
ball to Kim's left, before Coutinho and
Jesus added gloss to the scoreline with
two well-taken strikes.

turn out differently. In general, the
club is bigger than us players,"
Mueller added. Like Lewandowski,
Gnabry is also out of contract next
year, but the Germany winger was
tight-lipped about signing an extension. "I don't want to comment on
my own contract situation here, so
please don't ask me any more
questions," he tersely told
reporters.
According to both UK and
German media outlets, Bayern
are reportedly poised to sign
Senegal winger Sadio Mane
from Liverpool.
Gnabry, who normally
plays on the right wing,
declined to comment on the
possibility of Mane, who plays
on the left or as a striker, playing for Bayern next season.
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Delhi State Ranking Prize
Money Badminton Tourney B
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New Delhi: The Delhi Capital Badminton
Association, in association with Rosmerta
Group, hosted the Delhi State Ranking
Prize Money Badminton Tournament in
Delhi. The final, organised at the Sports
Complex, University of Delhi, was attended by chief guest Union Minister of Law
& Justice Kiren Rijiju. Arjun Rehani and
Deepshikha Singh emerged victorious in
the men's and women's singles categories
respectively.
"With Our Hon'ble Prime Minister giving all possible support & encouragement
to Sportsmen, it's time for every sports
lover to actively step forward, said Ameeta
Singh, president, Delhi Capital Badminton
Association. "Through this sponsorship,
we aim to contribute a little from our end
to support the future Badminton stars of
our country," said Kartick Nagpal, president, Rosmerta Group.

angladesh appointed all-rounder Shakib Al Hasan
as Test captain for a third time on Thursday after
Mominul Haque quit following a poor run of form.
Bangladesh Cricket Board also named batsman
Liton Das the new vice-captain ahead of a two-Test
series in the West Indies later this month.
"They will be in the positions until a further decision is made," BCB president Nazmul Hassan told a
press conference. Mominul stepped down as Test captain on Tuesday. The 30-year-old left-hander has scored
162 runs in six Test matches in 2022, averaging 16.20.
In the recent series against Sri Lanka, which
Bangladesh lost 1-0, he made 11 runs in three innings.
This will be the 35-year-old Shakib's third term as
Test captain. Appointed in 2009 he was dismissed from
the post in 2011 after a series loss in Zimbabwe, and
given the job for a second time in 2017.
He held the position until he was banned by the
International Cricket Council (ICC) in 2019 for his failure to report corrupt approaches.
During his previous stints as skipper, Shakib led
Bangladesh in 14 matches, with three victories and 11
defeats.

